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editor’s view

EAGLES or BRICs and are we forgetting
Indonesia?
As the US and Europe continue to show
reluctance to make a clean break from
the recession, investors and supply chain
players are increasingly looking to the future
in emerging markets. And the acronyms keep
on coming. The latest – EAGLEs, Emerging
and Growth-Leading Economies – comes
from Spain’s largest bank, BBVA.
“The world is not necessarily rotating
towards the East; rotating towards the East
and South is more accurate, and there is
a lot out there besides the BRICs,” Alicia
Garcia-Herrero, chief economist for emerging
markets at BBVA and co-inventor of the new
grouping, told a recent gathering at the Hong
Kong General Chamber of Commerce.
The EAGLEs grouping includes ten
emerging markets whose contribution to
global growth is expected to be larger than

that of the average G6 economy. There are
a total of ten EAGLEs, with China and India
standing significantly ahead of the rest – and
China significantly ahead of India – in terms
of contribution to global growth. The other
eight are, in order of importance: Brazil,
Indonesia, Korea, Russia, Mexico, Egypt,
Turkey and Taiwan (it was correctly pointed
out at the event that Korea’s classification
as an ‘emerging market’ would raise
eyebrows).
Two emerging economies are singled
out in particular. Egypt, which prior to
recent events was forecast by BBVA to
overtake South Africa – an economy China
has called for inclusion as a BRIC – as the
largest economy in Africa by 2013. And
Indonesia.
“Indonesia has so much going for it –
very strong fundamentals and very low debt
to GDP ratio,” said Stephen Schwartz, BBVA
Asia chief economist and formerly the IMF’s
senior resident representative in Jakarta.
BBVA estimates an average growth
rate for Indonesia of 5.5 percent over the
next ten years. “Given our pessimistic view
about Russia on account of demographic
headwinds and institutional challenges,
these forecasts would imply Indonesia’s
contribution to world growth would be
around 50 percent larger than Russia’s,
placing it as the fourth most relevant
emerging market in terms of its dynamics,”
a research report from the bank said.
“Even looking at GDP levels, Indonesia
looks like a very good candidate: we expect
it to reach about 70 percent of Russia’s GDP
in 2020, making it large enough to exert
significant influence in global economic
trends and politics.”
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In a user unfriendly warehouse storing and retrieving goods is like walking through a huge maze, filled
with obstacles from, slow and inefficient picking to poor volumetric space utilisation. At Schaefer we
know how frustrating this is and we know how to lead you out of your logistics nightmare. Our
customised Integrated Storage Solutions helps take cost out of the warehouse operation providing highperformance order picking, consolidating storage and picking areas, increasing picking accuracy, and
faster movement of picked orders.

Learn how Schaefer can help you at
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“The reason for our Asian
success and growth is
the provision of Innovative
Cost-efficient solutions to
the logistics market.”

president’s Message

There are an estimated 40m Chinese living
outside of China. Combined with the 1.3bn
in the giant country itself, almost one-third
of the world would have been celebrating
the Chinese New Year and the Year of the
Rabbit in February.
The Lunar New Year – often called
Chinese Lunar New Year although it is
actually lunisolar – is the most important
of the traditional Chinese holidays. It is the

only time of the year when most businesses
in China and some other parts of Asia close
completely for celebrations so staff can
spend time with their families.
Like most ancient cultural celebrations,
the Chinese New Year tradition is to
reconcile, forget grudges and sincerely wish
peace and happiness for everyone. It is also
the tradition that every family thoroughly
cleans the house to sweep away any ill
fortune to make way for incoming good luck.
Children greet their parents by wishing them
a healthy and happy new year and receive
money in red paper envelopes.
As Asia continues to develop and grow,
there are fears that many of its ethnic
communities will lose their cultural instincts
and customs. We are already witnessing the
loss of dialects and traditional languages
due to migration of workers.
While this seems an inevitable sacrifice
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for modernisation, it is still possible to
maintain and uphold cultural traditions such
as the ones we see in the Chinese New Year
celebrations. Coming together as a family
and keeping faith on good fortune will keep
our fires burning and push us towards new
boundaries and growth.
This is the human spirit that we want
to maintain and extend to take care of
our fellow community members so as to
safeguard the continuity and sustainability
of our world.
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Supply Chain Asia magazine - Correspondents and contributors
Shirish Nadkarni

Specialist Reporter and Writer
Based in Mumbai, Nadkarni is one of
India’s most respected business writers.
He has over two decades of experience in
shipping journalism, of which 17 years were
as the Indian sub-continent correspondent
for Lloyd’s List. For Supply Chain Asia
magazine he looks at recent developments
in India’s shipping sector, including calls
for the set-up of an international investment
vehicle.
Developments - p6 + Maritime - p16

Sam Chambers

Specialist Reporter and Writer
Chambers is a former east Asia editor of
Lloyd’s List and co-author of the book Oil on
Water. He is Supply Chain Asia magazine’s
China correspondent. This issue he reports
on how Japan’s MOL is seeking to control
its own destiny in Vietnam by investing in
infrastructure. He also looks at the creation
of China’s largest cargo airline.
Maritime - p18 + Air Cargo - p10

Paul French
Asia Analyst

Founder of Access Asia, French is a
renowned commentator on China and Asia
who has been published in the Financial
Times, the LA Times, the Wall Street Journal
and Newsweek and has authored several
books on Asia and China. For Supply Chain
Asia magazine, he asks the authors of
two recent high profile books on China to
evaluate the current state of supply chains
in the country.
Book Reviews - p62

Masanori Kikuchi

Specialist Reporter and Writer
A Tokyo-based journalist who contributes
to several major Japanese magazines and
newspapers, Kikuchi’s recent books include
The Secrets to Aeon’s Rapid Growth and
A History of the Japanese Warring State
Period. This issue he looks at the measures
being taken by Japanese carmakers to boost
domestic demand.
Developments - p7

Jonathan Wright
Supply Chain Leader

Based in Singapore, Wright is a senior
director of Accenture’s supply chain practice
and a recognised thought leader in supply
chain transformation and sustainability.
He joined Accenture in 1997 after five

years with Exxon Mobil Corp. Since joining
Accenture, Wright has worked in the retail,
communications, high-tech, and aerospace
and defence sectors. Inside he discusses
implications of rising costs in China and
proposes strategic response options for
MNCs.
China - p47

supply chain management strategy in your
organisation.
Strategy - p36

Anindya Banerjee, Apiruk
Detwarasiti, and Shawn Tay

Truel is founder of International Trade
Instrument, Europe correspondent of
Supply Chain Asia magazine and author
of the Customs Risk volume of the Short
Guide series from Gower. Inside she looks
at the impact of rising fuel prices on air
cargo carriers and discusses whether it
is possible to make money on customs
management.
Air Cargo - p12 + Customs - p60

Banarjee, Detwarasiti and Tay are the
founding members of Asia office of the
Strategic Planning and Modeling (SPaM)
team. SPaM is an internal analytics and
project management group in HewlettPackard that is currently running the
Project Management Office (PMO) of the
pan-HP supply chain optimisation initiative.
Shawn Tay was winner of the Supply Chain
Manager of the Year (Strategy) Award at the
2009 Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards.
For Supply Chain Asia magazine, they look
at the increasing importance of analytics in
the Asian context.
Strategy - p26

Vivek Sood

Marco Tieman

Captain Vivek Sood is co-founder of the
Global Supply Chain Group, a Sydney-based
supply chain services company. Sood was
previously a management consultant with
Booz Allen & Hamilton and is author of
the highly regarded Green Supply Chains:
An Action Manifesto. Inside is his second
installment on how to create an effective
green supply chain performance evaluation
methodology.
Strategy – p39

Tieman is based in Kuala Lumpur and is
founder and CEO of LBB International.
He chaired the development of the
International Halal Logistics Standard
(IHIAS 0100:2010) under IHI Alliance
and the Islamic Chamber of Commerce
and Industry. He is currently in the process
of completing his PhD on effective Halal
supply chains with the Universiti Teknologi
Mara (Malaysia). Inside he looks at the
impact of Halal on the value chain.
Procurement - p53

Tony Wines

Paul Lim

Catherine Truel

International Trade Analyst

Supply Chain and Sustainability Leader

Supply Chain, E-commerce and
Sustainability Leader
Wines is managing director of Turnkey
Consulting, a Hong Kong-based supply
chain and business efficiency consultancy.
He was previously head of INTTRA, the
world’s largest shipping E-commerce and
IT portal. Inside he gives us the final part
of his article on how to create an effective
green supply chain performance evaluation
methodology.
Strategy – p39

Barry Elliott

Supply Chain Leader
Elliott, a former partner with Arthur
Anderson, is now an independent consultant
based in Hong Kong. Over the course of his
career he has devised and implemented
advanced supply chain strategies for global
and regional companies. For Supply Chain
Asia magazine, he describes the ‘balanced
scorecard’ method of implementing a new

Supply Chain Leader
President of Supply Chain Asia, Lim spends
his time building new parts to the regional
community for supply chain professionals as
well as deepening existing aspects. Based
in Singapore, he has extensive experience
and connections in the regional and global
supply chain and logistics scene.
President’s Message – p4

Turloch Mooney

Specialist Supply Chain and Logistics Editor
Based in Shanghai, Mooney is a mandarin
Chinese speaker with more than a decade
and a half of experience covering the
international trade, logistics and supply
chain industry. He holds a Master’s degree
with specialisation in International Law.
Inside he discusses that, for the first
time, Metro has decided to outsource its
China cold chain needs to a homegrown
company.
Developments – p6
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developments

Metro goes local with choice of cold
chain partner in China
By Turloch Mooney
Metro selected Shuanghui Logistics as its
partner to provide complete cold chain
services to its hypermarkets in China. This
is the first time a local logistics enterprise
has been selected to conduct full service
cold chain operations for Metro China’s 48
stores in 35 cities.
“We are building this approach together
for more convenience, efficiency and
food safety,” said Nicolas de Lavigerie, a
Shanghai-based member of the executive
board of directors with Metro, at the
signing ceremony for the service contract
in Shanghai.
Shuanghui beat out international and
local competition to win the contract, the
value of which was not disclosed. Under its
terms, the Henan-headquartered company
will provide warehousing, processing,
transhipment and distribution services
for around 2,000 of Metro’s refrigerated,
frozen, vegetable and fruit products.
Shuanghui is the largest logistics
provider for Yum! Brands, which operates
3,500 KFC and 400 Pizza Hut restaurants
in China. Other customers include Yonghe
King, Xuizheng pharmaceuticals and
Nescafe.

Shuanghui Logistics general manager,
Yayong Zhang, said the company had
invested around RMB400m ($60.7m)
in 1300 refrigerated trucks and had a
national cold chain warehouse capacity
of 200,000 tons. The company would
double the number of refrigerated trucks
and capacity over the coming three years,
he said.

Big room for improvement
There is big room for improvement in
cold chain operations in China. Around
30 percent of China’s annual harvest of
perishable foods is believed to be wasted
each year due to improper handling
and temperature control. Government
estimates just 25 percent of foods requiring
temperature control are properly handled
before consumption or export.
“Now that we are no longer going
hungry there is more attention being
paid to proper food safety,” said Jin Xie,
deputy director of the Shanghai Society
of Refrigeration. “The key challenge is to
address the uneven attention paid to safety
through food supply chains. Maintaining
the correct temperature through the supply
chain involves many technical challenges.
Some companies are bold enough to try

Mercator and Adani go for artful
backward integration
By Shirish Nadkarni
Major Indian shipowners Mercator Lines
and Adani Shipping have bought coal
mines in far flung territories such as
Indonesia and Mozambique to transport
coal on their bulk carrier fleets to feed
India’s growing thirst for energy to power
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its economic expansion.
Adani is also building a 250kmlong rail link and port infrastructure in
Indonesia at an estimated cost of $1.65bn
in a project that will be executed by
PT Adani Global, a subsidiary of Adani
Enterprises, over a period of 48 months.
The rail link will be used to transport

anything they want, even if they are not
capable.”
Asked about concerns over the high
level of investment required to become
capable of efficient cold chain operations,
Shuanghui Logistics general manager
Yayong Zhang said it was a question
of business strategy. “There are lots of
companies in China with the money to
invest in cold chain. It is not so much about
the money, but whether or not they decide
they want to be big players in the space.
“For a logistics service provider, making
the necessary investments in China now
to become capable of providing high
quality cold chain services provides first
mover advantages that will last for years,
added Marco Mak, head of Metro’s Super
Fresh division. “For a retailer like us, the
investment is a competitive advantage that
keeps customers coming back to our stores
every day.”
“There are many challenges to
efficient cold chain operations in China.
Standards need to be perfected and more
professionals need to be trained,” said
Roland Tao, president of Yum! Brands
China. The number of refrigerated vehicles
in the country currently stands at around
30,000, just one quarter of the number in
the US and Japan. There needs to be a lot
of investment in technology and hardware
but at the end of the day, people are
increasingly willing to pay for food safety
and quality.”

60m tonnes of coal per annum (mtpa)
from Tanjung Enim to Tanjung Carat,
where the group will build a port to take
out the coal.
PT Bukit Asam Tbk, one of Indonesia’s
leading coal producers and owner of the
largest coal reserves in the country, has
provided ‘coal purchase rights’ to PT Adani
Global for 30 years on a take-or-pay basis
with minimum volume of 35mtpa.
Mercator, meanwhile, owns two
coalmines in Indonesia outright and is in
...continued on page 9

developments

Japan’s carmakers bolster domestic
production by focusing on green and
streamlining factories
By Masanori Kikuchi
Japanese carmakers are working on their
domestic production numbers amid a
protracted domestic economic downturn,
a strong yen and continuing anxiety over
rising fuel prices and the global economic
environment. Toyota, Honda, Nissan
and other carmakers are streamlining
domestic market production and focusing
on production of small and eco-friendly
cars including electric vehicles (EV), hybrid
vehicles (HV) and plug-in hybrid vehicles
(PHV).
Statistics from the Japan Automobile
Manufacturers Association (JAMA) report
that domestic production of automobiles
was over 9.6m cars, trucks and buses
in 2010, up 21 percent over 2009. But
the increase was heavily dependant on
a government subsidy for the purchase
of eco-friendly cars, an incentive that
had run its course by September of
last year. Relatively brisk demand in
emerging countries and North America
also contributed to good sales last year
but – since its peak at nearly 13.5m
vehicles in 1990 – domestic automobile
production in Japan had been in a
persistent downward spiral.
A spokesman for JAMA said to
maintain current levels of employment
in the domestic industry, production of
10m vehicles was required this year.
Among automakers, part of the strategy
to boost domestic production is to focus

...continued from page 8

the process of fully buying out two more in
which it already holds 50 percent equity
stakes. The company is understood to be
in the process of acquiring two additional

Honda steals market share

Toyota, a leader in eco-friendly car
production, is responding to shrinking
domestic demand by streamlining
production lines in Japan. Its subsidiary,
Central Motor, started operations at a new
plant with an annual production capability
of 120,000 vehicles in Miyagi Prefecture
in northern Tokyo. A factory in Sagamihara
city in southern Tokyo was due to close by
the end of March.
The Miyagi factory is equipped with
manufacturing machinery that costs 40
percent less to run than machinery at
other factories and is mainly designed for
the cost-effective production of Toyota’s
small-sized Yaris brand for export to
North America and Asian countries. Part
of its streamlining of production involves
individual plants focusing on certain types
of vehicle.
Toyota plans to build 7.7m vehicles in
Japan this year, with 3.1m sold domestically
and 4.6m exported. Smaller vehicles,
including HVs, will make up a large share
of this production and the company will
start to produce minicars for the first time
in autumn. Toyota plans to put on sale
a wagon version of its flagship HV brand
Prius within the first half of the year and
a smaller type of HV with better fuelefficiency by the end of the year.

Prius fell from first to third place in
domestic new car sales ranking by unit in
January after it was replaced by Honda’s
small-sized Fit, including a HV version.
Prius topped domestic sales for 19 months
on a row December last year.
Honda is planning to produce 1m
vehicles at domestic plants this year
and will introduce a wagon-version of Fit
including a HV model and a HV model of
its Freed minivan before the end of the
year. Honda has domestic manufacturing
capacity of around 1.3m vehicles and
plans to open a large new plant in Saitama
Prefecture, northern Tokyo in 2013.
Nissan plans to produce 1m vehicles
in Japan this year. Nissan is shifting
production from Kanagawa Prefecture in
southern Tokyo to Kyushu Island where
labour costs are comparatively less. The
company has laid the groundwork to grow
production of its state-of-the-art exhaustfree EV brand, Leaf, in Kanagawa from the
current 2,000 units monthly to 4,000 units
monthly from March. Nissan will start to
manufacture Leaf in the US in 2012 and
in the UK in 2013. Combined Japan, US
and UK production of the model is to reach
250,000 units by 2015.
Medium-sized carmakers Mitsubishi and
Suzuki, meanwhile, agreed a partnership
for joint production and sales of smallsized cars. Suzuki is providing Mitsubishi
with the bodies of its small car brand Solio
under an OEM contract and the model will
be sold by both companies in the domestic
market as a common brand. Mitsubishi
said it was developing a range of ecofriendly cars including EVs and PHVs that
are rechargeable from outside electricity
outlets and would put eight new EV and
PHV models on sale by 2015.

mines in the country that will take its total
coal reserve ownership to 100m tonnes.
Mercator is reported to have purchased
a stake in an Indonesian logistics firm,
which gives it access to a small port with

a jetty for barges.
Mercator owns a mine with recoverable
reserves of 1bn tonnes in Mozambique
and potential reserves amounting to three
times that.

on building compact cars or minicars with
a market sale price of between $12,000
and $24,000.

Toyota streamlines production
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air cargo

China Cargo
becomes
nation’s
largest cargo
airline
By Sam Chambers
Another month and another
incredible reshuffle of the air
cargo scene in China has seen
China Cargo Airlines become
the nation’s largest cargo
airline.
China Cargo was originally
the all-cargo joint venture of
China Eastern Airlines and
Chinese shipping giant COSCO.
But in 2010 China Eastern
acquired local competitor
Shanghai Airlines, and with
that came Shanghai Airlines’
majority share of all-cargo
carrier Shanghai Airlines Cargo
International Co. (SACIC) in
which Taiwan’s EVA held a 45
percent stake.
This was followed by a
government decision that
transferred majority control
of Great Wall Airlines from
a Beijing-based aerospace
company to China Eastern.
Singapore Airlines Cargo,
together with one of the
investment arms of the
Singapore government, held
49 percent of Great Wall.
At that point, China
Eastern held majority control
of three separate all-cargo
joint ventures. Rather than let
them continue as they were, it
decided to combine them into
a single carrier – a decision that
required the cooperation of all
the partners in the three joint
ventures. All three bought into

10

China Cargo Airlines is a four-way joint venture 51 percent owned by China Eastern
the idea and have agreed a plan
that sees China Cargo Airlines
become a four-way joint venture
in which Singapore Airlines
Cargo and EVA Airways will
hold 16 percent each, COSCO
will hold 17 percent, and China
Eastern 51 percent.
“The great foreseeable
business perspective of China
Cargo Airlines is the main
reason of our investment,”
said a spokesperson from EVA
headquarters in Taipei.
The new entity will have 20
aircraft with plans to bolster
that number by 50 percent in
the coming three years.

Express market plans
Ma Xulun, general manager
of China Eastern, said China
Cargo has applied to the State
Post Bureau for permission
to offer express services. The
arrival of a new entrant into
the express business would
provide some competition to
the established international
players who have dominated
the market along with the
two main Chinese players, SF
Express and China Post.
China Eastern said the

Supply Chain Asia March/April 2011

move would help the nation
create a large firm to take on
the foreign competition that
now accounts for more than
70 percent of air cargo sales
in China.
A report by Korean Air, the
world’s largest international air
cargo carrier, said that cargo
sales in China reached $540m
in 2010, up 35 percent yearon-year. The market share of
domestic cargo companies for
international cargo has dropped
from 65 percent in 1995 to
just 28 percent in 2009, China
Eastern said.

Hubei’s
Uni-top gets
its wings
By Sam Chambers
After a long three-year wait,
the day has finally come for
Uni-top. The Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC)
announced on January 12
that Uni-Top International

Cargo Airlines Limited has just
acquired its operating license,
officially making Uni-top the
first all-cargo airline in Hubei
province.
Uni-top was first approved
to set up as an airline by CAAC
in December 2007 and got
its first freighters in Wuhan
in June 2009. However,
CAAC then delayed granting
the company its full licence
leading to Uni-top having to
keep its first freighter parked
at Wuhan Tianhe Airport.
Until now, the company has
three freighters parked at the
airport.
“We are delighted by
getting the license. Now we
are paying our full attention
to arrange new business and
new routes,” a spokeswoman
from Uni-top told Supply Chain
Asia magazine, adding that
the airline has plans to open
international routes.
There have been about
ten private airline companies
founded in China during the
past five years but only a few,
such as Okay Airlines, Spring
Airlines and Juneyao Airlines,
are still in operation.

We go beyond the box in every sense.
Just as televisions have transformed from big
boxes to flat panels, our service keeps evolving
to stay ahead of the pack. Going beyond
reliability and efficiency, we develop a genuine
understanding of our clients’ needs and then
meet them with professionalism, flexibility
and care. With over 35 years of experience,
we are able to provide customised solutions
for any requirement. Our service goes above
the rest, you go beyond the best.

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited
www.hactl.com
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The big game of fuel chess
The airline industry fuel bill for 2011 is expected to hit $156bn, an increase of 350
percent in just eight years. Catherine Truel looks at the range of efforts by the
industry to outmaneuver its most unpredictable foe, including risky and complex
hedging instruments, alternative fuels and new aircraft designs

U

nderstanding the various forces that affect oil price is a
difficult exercise. The last record high was in the summer
of 2008 when the price of oil came close to $150 a barrel
(Brent). At that time, some observers thought it could rise further
to reach $200 pushed by the expansion of the Chinese and Indian
economies and challenging situation in supply areas such as Iraq
and Nigeria.
But the economic crisis in the US resulted in a 5 percent
drop in petrol consumption pushing down the global oil price.
The economic downturn spread globally leading the barrel price
to drop to around $40.
For some analysts, supply and demand is the principal factor
behind oil price movements. However, others argue that these
economics fundamentals can’t explain the high volatility. They
point to speculation, indicating that while daily world consumption

“

of oil is about 85m barrels, daily world trading covers over one
billion barrels.

Dealing with the price of fuel
After labour, fuel represents the largest cost component in the
operations of airlines. The fuel bill is estimated to account for 26
percent of total operating expenses in 2010. It represented 40
percent in 2008, at the record high, and 14 percent in 2003.
Airlines can address the issue by passing the costs to
customers, by using derivatives such as futures, options or swaps to
hedge future requirements, and by developing fuel efficiencies.
Hedging is a financial strategy that uses derivatives as a form
of insurance to mitigate oil price fluctuations. Most airlines are
hedging. In practice, when they sell cargo space or a seat in
January for a flight in July they want to know how much this sale

In 2009 Malaysia Airlines hedged 47 percent of its fuel requirement for 2010. In the second quarter of 2010,
they reported an operating loss of $199m (MYR420m) but exceptional gains of $380m on fuel hedging. Cathay
Pacific Group reported a profit of $105m in the first six months of 2009, primarily as a result of a $271m gain
on fuel hedging.
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Fuel hedging is not a tool for airlines to make money; at least it is not supposed to be. It is a risky activity.
Contrary to crude oil or heating oil, jet fuel is rarely traded on stock exchanges. So an airline wanting to use a
futures contract will have to hedge its bookings on crude oil or heating oil instead of jet fuel. This is fine as long
as the prices of the two commodities are correlated.

”

is going to cost them so they can anticipate profit and cash flow.
They use mechanisms to fix the price of the fuel they will need
in the future.
They hedge with oil ‘futures’. These are contracts traded
through a stock exchange where the airline will pay an agreed price
for an amount of oil at a particular date. So if in January 2011 the
airline buys a futures contract at $100 a barrel for July 2011 and
the oil goes up to $150, the contract protects the airline from the
increase. It also gives the airline visibility of its cost.
However, if the oil price drops to $50 it misses the opportunity
for a better deal. Added flexibility is found in ‘options’ where the
airline takes an option on a futures contract but has a choice of
whether to exercise the contract or not. Options allow airlines
to protect themselves from price increases while still benefiting
from price drops.
Airlines also use forward contracts. These are ‘Over the
Counter’ (OTC) tailor-made agreements with, for instance, a fuel
supplier. For increased predictability, they use ‘collars’. These
instruments allow airlines to lock the oil price between two known
values. The airline is protected by a contract from a price increase
and an option limits the benefit of a price reduction. Other hedging
instruments such as ‘swaps’ – tailor-made futures contracts - are
also available.

Collateral benefits
Hedging strategies have delivered collateral benefits with a positive
impact on the balance sheets of some airlines. In 2009 Malaysia
Airlines hedged 47 percent of its fuel requirement for 2010. In the
second quarter of 2010, they reported an operating loss of $199m
(MYR420m) but exceptional gains of $380m (MYR 1.34bn) on
fuel hedging. Cathay Pacific Group reported a profit of $105m in
the first six months of 2009, primarily as a result of a $271m
gain on fuel hedging.
But fuel hedging is not a tool for airlines to make money; at
least it is not supposed to be. It is a risky activity. Contrary to crude
oil or heating oil, jet fuel is rarely traded on stock exchanges. So
an airline wanting to use a futures contract will have to hedge its
bookings on crude oil or heating oil instead of jet fuel. This is fine
as long as the prices of the two commodities are correlated.
However, some events can create distortion between the
price of crude oil and the price of jet fuel. For instance in case
of volatility of crude oil or in the event of war where there can be
an increase in demand for jet fuel from the military. Further, jet
fuel and oil derivative contracts are usually traded in US dollars
so airlines have also to protect themselves from exchange rates

fluctuation by hedging foreign exchange risk. The complexity and
uncertainty of these financial strategies is a great source of risk.
In the first quarter of 2009, Brazilian airline TAM lost about
$33m as they expected the oil price to reach $100 a barrel, which
it did not. IATA reports that recent analysis from North America
shows that Delta Air Lines lost $390m on fuel hedges and JetBlue
$42m. United’s financial results were $249m worse off because
of its hedging positions.

Other ways to mitigate risk
Airlines are looking at other means to mitigate fuel risk. Improving
efficiencies can generate significant savings. On average, airlines
spend $100 per minute per flight in total operating cost. The
industry is therefore working on saving one minute per flight. The
initiative is looking at a whole range of areas with the ambition to
reduce operating costs by over $1bn per year. Improving airport
ground, departure and arrival traffic flow are estimated to reduce
cost by another $530m per year.
Another way is route optimisation. It is estimated that
introducing new and more direct routes, re-aligning inefficient
routes and improving ground traffic could reduce industry costs
by $2.5bn per year. Some initiatives are looking at new routes
over Russia and India.
However, the biggest change will come from the introduction
of alternative fuel. Synthetic liquid fuels (synfuel) look promising.
Obtained from coal, natural gas or biomass, they are nearly identical
to kerosene and are compatible with fuel systems components. Biojet fuels are produced from agriculture and will require substantial
crops and so land availability might be a barrier for this alternative
to emerge.
Ethanol fuel – already used by other modes of transport – is
not a good fit for long-haul aircraft, as it would require much larger
wings therefore reducing fuel efficiency. Hydrogen is dependent
on technological developments of aircraft engines so it is more of
a long-term option. Airports will also have to be converted which
will have a high cost in adapting infrastructure.
In the immediate future, improved aircraft efficiency will
come from a mixture of design and technological advances. It
can also result from small improvements such as reduced weight
components, which can be retrofitted.
In the meantime, current events in Egypt and the Middle East
are creating another set of perplexing conditions, and forecasts for
the price of oil will need to be revised, yet again.
Catherine Truel is Europe correspondent of Supply Chain Asia magazine
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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maritime

India’s
Shipping
Ministry
mulls vehicle
for global
investments

central government has been
anything but encouraging. The
cargo handling capacity and
mode of operation have so far
failed to keep pace with the
rate of growth of the country’s
trade.

By Shirish Nadkarni

Surcharges
draw shipper
objections

India’s Shipping Ministry is
mulling the set up of a new
special purpose vehicle – to
be called Indian Ports Global
– to invest in port operations
internationally. The organisation
would operate on similar lines
as DP World of Dubai and
Singapore’s PSA International,
the Ministry said.
“India needs to float a
special purpose vehicle for
making investments in ports
abroad and become a truly
global power in the port sector
worldwide,” the Ministry said in
its Maritime Agenda report for
the decade 2010-2020.
Citing the example of
similar initiatives taken by
other countries, the Ministry
said: “The Port of Singapore
Authority (PSA) has spread
its wings in different parts of
the world through a subsidiary
called PSA International.
Similarly, Dubai Ports has
spread its wings internationally
through the consolidated
company DP World. Likewise,
some ports in Europe have
made their presence felt in the
rest of the world.”
The Ministry also proposed
the set up of a specialised
Maritime Finance Corporation
with the equity of ports and
financial institutions to fund
port projects.

Shipping secretary K Mohandas
says India needs a Maritime
Finance Corporation to finance
port and major maritime project
development
Indicating the cash
reserves of ports could be
utilised for the purpose,
shipping secretary K Mohandas
said, “Many ports possess
considerable cash reserves.
Thanks to the induction of
the public-private partnership
(PPP) model in the sector, the
ports are not utilising all their
surplus funds for expansion
and developmental activities.
These are deposited in banks,
and yield low returns.
“On the other hand, a good
maritime project, if appraised
properly, could yield very good
returns. Most maritime projects
require a specialised scrutiny
and appraisal for obtaining
finances. With no specialised
agencies to fund such projects,
project authorities in the
maritime sector find it difficult
to raise finances and achieve
financial closure.”
Trade analysts find it
incongruous that the Shipping
Ministry is considering going
international when its own
record of creating cargo capacity
at the 12 major ports under the

By Sam Chambers
Yet another battle is brewing
between shippers in China and
container lines over a range of
charges shippers perceive to
be unfair.
Maersk Line notified clients
in China that a variety of its
fees would rise over the course
of 2011, some by as much as
60 percent. Maersk said the
decision to hike eight of its
different fees is due to factors
such as higher operating costs
and the appreciation of the
renminbi.
Six of the eight fees are
document-related, which
shippers say is ‘repetitive
charging’. Among the more
noteworthy increases, three
– documentation, vessel
certification and telexes – have
each risen from ¥125 ($19)
to ¥200, an increase of 60
percent.
A source from Maersk’s
Dalian branch office confirmed
the rise in fees, saying it was
done, “to acclimatise to the
current market.
“The price of many
sectors is increasing, the
shipping industry cannot

be an exception,” said the
source. “It is not only Maersk,
other shipping lines are also
increasing their fees. You may
receive other notices of rising
fees from other shipping lines
in the future.”
Maersk also defended the
move by saying it was catching
up with other lines, such as
Orient Overseas Container
Line (OOCL), which revised its
surcharges up to ten months
earlier.
With Maersk expected
to report a $5bn profit for
2010, these new charges have
predictably drawn the ire of
shippers in China.
Cai Yuanyou, chairman
of Primer International
(Xiamen) and vice president
of the Xiamen Container
Transportation Association, told
local media, “If shippers are
worried about being refused a
bill of lading (B/L) if they don’t
pay the fees to shipping lines,
they can apply for a maritime
injunction in a local maritime
court to get the shipping lines
to sign the B/L.”
Willy Lin, chairman of
the Hong Kong Shippers’
Council, said the level of fees
and surcharges imposed by
shipping lines was, “totally
unjust and unfair”.
Hong Kong and China
shipper bodies are compiling a
report to submit to the Ministry
of Commerce and Ministry of
Communications in Beijing.
The Hong Kong Shippers’
Council claims that under the
mainland’s competition law,
shipping lines had to consult
shippers about proposed fee
increases but, in reality, carriers
might only give a day of notice
for a fee change.
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APL Logistics.
For award-winning
service and innovation.
• 2009 Gold Medal Award for Global Logistics
Services in Consolidation – NIKE, Inc.
• Five Time Top Gun Winner – The Kellogg Company
• Best Logistics Par tner – NETGEAR, Inc.
It’s great to be recognized by our customers and industry peers for
just doing our job.
In fact, solving complex supply chain solutions is all in a day’s work
for us. Whether you require a comprehensive integrated solution or
individual logistics components, we have the resources and exper tise
to deliver.
While awards are nice, it’s our customers we have to thank for
inspiring us to constantly innovate and create more flexible, scalable
and ground-breaking supply chain solutions.
Visit www.apllogistics.com for a full listing of our awards, and discover
why our customers consider us to be their award-winning partner.

Origin and Destination Logistics Services in 260 Locations Worldwide
Innovative IT Solutions for Maximum Supply Chain Visibility and Control
Scalable and Flexible Solutions to Meet Your Needs

maritime

First mover advantage

A

long with APL and Maersk, Japan’s
Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) boasts
one of the most complete set of
operations in the emerging container
destination that is Vietnam. A number
of years ago MOL realised the growing
importance of Vietnam as an exporter
did not tarry with the country’s poor
infrastructure and decided to take matters
into its own hands.
On a trip to Vietnam three years ago,
then MOL president (now chairman)
Akimitsu Ashida described his company’s
intentions. “MOL wants to establish
a closed-cycle service network in the
transport sector to help save costs and

enhance investment efficiency, particularly
in Vietnam where infrastructure is poor and
costs are high.”
To this end, the Japanese liner invested
in the construction of two terminals at
either end of the 3,000km-long country,
a ship repair yard, a tugboat service, and
groundbreaking liner connections direct
to north Europe and the west coast of the

“
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US. It was these liner connections that for
the first time planted the former French
colony on the frontlines of global container
trades.
“Vietnam’s emergence as a manufacturing base is only going to grow and grow,”
says a source within MOL’s liner headquarters in Tokyo. “However, the requisite infrastructure that we deemed necessary to shift

By having direct access to Europe as well as Transpacific, we hope
Ho Chi Minh and the Vietnamese economy can grow more and be
competitive to other countries.

”

Hiroki Tsujii, vice president, Asia-Europe and West Africa Trade Management, MOL

The MOL Precision docks at Tan Cang - Cai Mep deepwater terminal for the first time
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Sam Chambers examines how
MOL has invested strategically
to be in control of its own
destiny in Vietnam
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Adequate alongside depth has been the Achilles’ heel of Vietnam’s export potential for decades. Exports
normally had to be transhipped to other destinations like Singapore and Hong Kong for onward shipment.
Now, a rash of new deepwater terminals is opening.
boxes was not in place, and was unlikely to
be unless we built it ourselves. We look at
our investment there as one for the future,
one that will give us a big advantage over
others as exports pick up.”
January saw the opening of the second
phase of Tan Cang - Cai Mep Deepwater
Terminal Area in Ba Ria-Vung Tau Province,
south of Ho Chi Minh City. The facility is
a joint venture between Saigon Newport
Corp and MOL, Hanjin Shipping and Wan
Hai Lines.
The second phase, marking the completion of the entire project, is comprised
of a container yard covering 40 hectares
and a berth section extending 590 metres
with alongside depth of 14 metres allowing partially loaded 8,000teu ships to
call. Adequate alongside depth has been
the Achilles’ heel of Vietnam’s export potential for decades. Exports normally had
to be transhipped to other destinations
like Singapore and Hong Kong for onward
shipment. Now, a rash of new deepwater
terminals is opening.
The opening of the terminal was a
double celebration as it also saw the
arrival of the MOL Precision, calling to add

”

Vietnam to its JEX service, thus giving the
Asian nation its first direct call to north
Europe with a transit time of 21 days.
Hiroki Tsujii, vice president in charge
of Asia-Europe and West Africa Trade
Management at MOL, says, “By having
direct access to Europe as well as
Transpacific, we hope Ho Chi Minh and
the Vietnamese economy can grow more
and be competitive to other countries.”
MOL added Vietnam onto a transpacific
service, Pacific Southwest Express, in
June 2009, heading from Cai Mep to Los
Angeles in just 16 days and then onto
Oakland.
With these services calling at Europe
and the US, MOL is looking beyond the
confines of Vietnam for cargo, striking up
strong relationships in Cambodia.

Terminals in the north
As well as the terminal, last November MOL
inaugurated a joint venture tugboat business
with two local companies in Cai Mep.
“Deepwater container terminals have
been constructed to serve Vietnam’s Cai
Mep/Thi Vai areas as a result of tremendous
economic growth in southern Vietnam,”

MOL company and local officials at the opening ceremony of phase two of the Tan CangCai Mep Deepwater Area in Ba Ria-Vung Tau Province, south of Ho Chi Minh City
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MOL said in a statement. “The number of
large-scale vessels calling at the ports will
continue to increase, so a stable tugboat
service is indispensable. The new company
has benefited from high-quality tugboat
operation know-how accumulated by the
MOL Group, and will meet those needs
and contribute to stable operation in these
areas.”
With the terminal in the south up and
running, MOL was delighted when late last
year it and two other Japanese companies
were given the green light to join forces
with Vietnam National Shipping Lines
(Vinalines) to set up a joint venture to build
the first two container terminals of Lach
Huyen port in Haiphong City in the north
of the country.
Trading house Itochu Corp and fellow
liner Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK) make up
the Japanese triumvirate. A total of $165m
has been earmarked by the JV to get the
terminal operational.
Once the first phase is completed
in 2015, the port will be capable of
handling six million tonnes of goods per
year. By 2020, after all components are
finished, Lach Huyen will be the largest
transhipment port in northern Vietnam,
with four container terminals, two bulk
cargo terminals and five reefer terminals,
capable of handling 35m tonnes of goods
per year.
The final part of the big investment
strategy by MOL sees it joining hands with
compatriots Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
Marubeni Corp as well as local state-owned
shipbuilder Vinashin to construct a ship
repair base near the container terminal it
jointly runs in the south of the country.
MOL has put the necessary infrastructure in place to reap the rewards of
Vietnam’s undoubted trading progress in
the years to come.
Sam Chambers is Supply Chain Asia
magazine’s Maritime correspondent
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Dialogue with HP – supply chain
optimisation and emerging Asia
operations
Hewlett-Packard claims the world’s largest IT supply chain and has a significant
presence in Asia. Turloch Mooney spoke with the company’s supply chain
business unit leaders, who have responsibility for the majority of manufacturing
and logistics in Asia, about the organisation’s current supply chain optimisation
programme and operations in emerging Asia. Jack Faber is Enterprise Business’s
enterprise servers, storage and networking vice president of operations; Tony
Prophet is senior vice president of Personal Systems Group’s operations, and
Neal Woods is senior vice president of Imaging and Printing Group’s operations

Neal Woods

Tony Prophet

HP claims the world’s largest IT supply chain.
Would you tell us just how large that is?
Neal Woods:
HP has over 300,000 employees, it is the world’s
largest information technology (IT) company and
operates the most extensive IT supply chain. We have
more than 700 production suppliers working in more
than 1,200 locations worldwide. We manufacture,
deliver, service, and recycle products around the
globe and have presence in over 130 countries
around the world.
We provide everything from simple home printers
to the largest server farms, and we enable delivery
from remote rural areas in developing nations all the
way up to the international space station.

Would you tell us about your current areas of focus
within the HP global supply chain?
Tony Prophet:

Jack Faber

We are focusing on four main areas. First, we’re
leveraging our scale to make HP technology
more accessible and more affordable for our
customers.
We’re also focusing on innovation. While our
engineers and product developers come out with new
and inventive products, our supply chain employees

also have a history of being thought and process
leaders. We will continue be creative and resourceful
in order to better serve our customers.
Our third area of focus is sustainability. With one
of the IT industry’s largest and most complex global
supply chains, HP has a responsibility to uphold
supply chain social and environmental responsibility
that we take very seriously. Our supply chain and
social and environmental responsibility (SER)
teams are in lock-step when we make changes to
our operations.
Finally, but not least, we have our HP supply
chain optimisation programme. We are working
across our three main business units to simplify
processes, leverage spend, drive progress, and
exceed customers’ expectations.

Would you provide us with additional detail on the
supply chain optimisation programme?
Jack Faber:
We’re focusing our supply chain optimisation through
four specific workstreams: procurement and product
design, physical network and logistics, process and
IT, and services and warranty. Our innovation and
sustainability efforts will remain at the forefront, and
we will continue our focus on emerging markets.
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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We have centralised procurement of our common
commodities while the individual businesses still manage
the unique and custom parts necessary for their business
innovation.

”

What is HP doing with its supply chain that has not
been done already in the high-tech industry – or
has not been done to this extent before?
Neal Woods:
HP has a diverse portfolio of IT solutions and
products for our customers. With that comes multiple
supply chain models that are used to deliver product
to customers more effectively.
It is because of these different models that we
are better able to anticipate coming changes in
order frequency and type, and better able to react
to them quickly. Whether it is the current upturn in
the economy or the peaks and valleys that we see
in any normal economy, HP is ready to right-size
our operations and deliver product efficiently and
effectively.

“

We provide
global and regional
summaries of
our audit findings
as well as detail
of our supplier
capability building
programmes in our
Global Citizenship
Report. In 2007
we were the first
in our sector to
publish the names
of our suppliers
and we continue to
do so. This remains
an industry-leading
practice.
22
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How might ongoing changes to the HP supply
chain affect the organisational structure of
company?
Jack Faber:
We began our supply chain optimisation initiative to
leverage our scale and expertise across all three of our
businesses in order to further improve our operations,
not to change the organisational structure. We
are learning to come together on processes and
programmes where possible, while still designing
and delivering to our core businesses.

Tony Prophet:
For example, while we have centralised procurement
of our common commodities the individual businesses
still manage the unique and custom parts necessary
for their business innovation.

How will your supply chain optimisation programme
impact your supply chain partners?
Neal Woods:
Our partners and suppliers are key to HP’s success
in delivering innovative and market leading products
to all of our customer segments. Our suppliers must
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be like HP – efficient, streamlined, and socially and
environmentally responsible.
Supply chain transparency is another area where
we currently expect a lot from our partners, and
we will continue to push in this area. We believe
that transparency gains trust, which improves the
effectiveness of our supply chain work. We provide
global and regional summaries of our audit findings
as well as detail of our supplier capability building
programmes in our Global Citizenship Report. In
2007 we were the first in our sector to publish the
names of our suppliers and we continue to do so.
This remains an industry-leading practice.

What are the key challenges in optimising your
supply chain and how are you overcoming those
challenges?
Jack Faber:
In a company of HP’s size and scale, a key challenge
is organisational alignment and synchronisation. We
are very aware of this challenge and are working to
ensure that stakeholders within our organisation
are bought into and informed about changes before
they happen, and to ensure business continuity as
we optmise.
To govern and oversee the projects, we have the
Supply Chain Board, which consists of the supply
chain, quality and customer support leaders from
each of our core businesses and IT.

How long will the optmisation take to implement
in full?
Jack Faber:
While much of our focus through 2012 will be on
the optimisation projects and processes, we believe
that the best never rest. We will continue to strive
for excellence in 2013 and beyond.

How will you measure the success of the
programme?
Tony Prophet:
In a broad sense, success for us would mean being
the industry’s best supply chain. We aim to deliver
the best product to our customers both faster and at
a lower cost. If you look back at our four main areas
of focus within the optimisation, that’s where we can
measure how this is actually happening.
For example, in our procurement and product

dialogue

design workstream, we are working to centralise
many of our common commodities so that we better
leverage our scale and expertise across all three of
our businesses

Will the changes to your supply chain improve the
CSR and sustainability performance of HP and if
so in what ways?
Neal Woods:

“

HP’s new
operations in
Chongqing
highlight HP’s
presence in
developing areas
of emerging
markets and
our desire to
help build more
infrastructure in
China. If you take
a circle out about
1,200km from the
Chongqing site,
you’d find about
300m people. This
area alone would
be the fourth or
fifth largest PC
market in the
world, just in terms
of population.
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Both CSR and sustainability are core to HP’s values.
Internally, we are streamlining our manufacturing
and distribution nodes while simultaneously
adjusting our routes and modes of transportation.
This allows our supply chain to be more efficient,
with the delivery of our products having less impact
on the environment.
In addition, we are working closely with our
manufacturing partners and suppliers to improve
their energy efficiency. One example is carbon
accounting – we’ve expanded our carbon accounting
beyond our own operations. In 2008 we became the
first major IT company to publish our aggregated
supply chain greenhouse gas emissions. We
continue to work with our suppliers and partners to
establish expectations on energy efficiency in their
operations.

Would you provide some details on the current
structure and make-up of your supply chain
operations in emerging markets in Asia, such as
China, India and Vietnam? What are the unique
characteristics of HP’s approach to supply chain
operations in these markets?
Jack Faber:
Every HP business unit not only sells to customers in
emerging Asian markets but also creates customised
products and support for those markets depending
upon their needs. Our supply chain also has
significant operations in emerging Asian countries,
both owned by HP and through partnerships with
contract manufacturers and suppliers.

Tony Prophet:
HP opened its first representative office in China in
1981. In fact, in 1985, HP became the first hightech company to enter a joint venture in China. Our
China HP office in Beijing has grown to be a leader
in China’s business technology market. Our presence
in China includes our long-standing product

development, sales, marketing and operations
throughout China, with our key sites in Shanghai
and HP Labs in Beijing.
HP’s new operations in Chongqing highlight HP’s
presence in developing areas of emerging markets
and our desire to help build more infrastructure in
China. If you take a circle out about 1,200km from
the Chongqing site, you’d find about 300m people.
This area alone would be the fourth or fifth largest
PC markets in the world, just in terms of population.
We are one of the first movers in this area.

How do you see HP supply chain operations in
emerging markets in Asia changing over the
coming years? What will be the factors driving
this change?
Neal Woods:
HP’s supply chain provides HP with unique
competitive advantages which are well recognised
internally, and we still have more to contribute as
new markets emerge. In the next five to ten years,
HP’s supply chain will be expanding across the world
as our business and our products serve even more
global customers.
Asia is a growth geography for the industry as a
whole, particularly for HP. As we grow, we will focus
on building relationships in the region. Intensive
collaboration with our suppliers, manufacturing
partners and customers is a key priority. We will work
on becoming more flexible as the needs of our global
customer base becomes even more diverse. While
doing all of this, we will continue to build efficiencies
in our business wherever possible.

What specific challenges are there in operating
efficient and effective supply chains in emerging
markets in Asia and how do you overcome these
challenges?
Tony Prophet:
These markets, by definition, are growing rapidly.
Anticipating the demand and meeting that demand is
always challenging. HP overcomes these challenges
through our experience – applying our global
experience and strength in emerging markets from
other parts of the world and the lessons learned. We
also have the leverage of our strong local presence
in Asia’s emerging markets – we know what these
markets need by being on the ground.
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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strategy

Analytics
and Asia
The increasing criticality of analytics to
competitive supply chain strategy will
be important in the Asian context, write
(pictured from left) Shawn Tay, Apiruk
Detwarasiti and Anindya Banarjee of
Hewlett-Packard

S

upply Chain managers are increasingly becoming part of
long-term strategic decision-making. Moving beyond its
immediate operational mandates, supply chain is now
integral to designing and executing strategy. In addition, supply
chain managers are expected to support the corporate planning
process by providing neutral (unbiased) information on the
tradeoffs between strategic options. This increased reliance on
operational numbers to drive decision-making is indicative of the
impact that data driven analytical methods have made.
While analytics has been a tool to support supply chain
decision-making for decades, it is increasingly becoming critical.
Analytics is being used not only by ‘bleeding edge’ supply chains
within developed countries; it has become a crucial part of supply
chain strategy development for competitive advantage in all
regions. We believe that this increasing acceptance of analytics
will be important in the Asian context.
HP has built up its analytical consulting capabilities to better
serve its internal clients in Asia. Through the use of regionally
located analysts who are familiar with the Asian context, HP has
developed processes and tools catered for the decision-makers
located here.

the major events are known, a transaction database looking at
multiple products over several years of data can be analysed to
show the true demand pattern and identify other events in the year
that cause volume surges. Figures 1 and 2 on the following page
show how the ‘noise’ from looking at multiple demand patterns
can be corrected for product life cycles, special sales etc to allow
for the creation of a seasonality pattern, allowing for more accurate
forecasting.
After conducting this analysis, a further review has to be done
to see if the peaks and valleys are real or merely ‘correlation effects’
that might occur as a result of the data sample used. For example,
since the Lunar new year moves from month to month every year,
an analyst familiar with Asia would look for it and correct for the
movement from month to month. In Figure 2 above, the big peak
at the beginning of the year is the Lunar New Year surge, corrected
for the movement from month to month.
Another way analytics supports decision-making is by providing
a numerical view of reality: as close as a non-biased perspective as
is achievable. This allows for more accurate operations planning as
well as strategy design. By providing an un-biased view, analytics
allows the discussion to move beyond a debate on opinions (my

How analytics supplement decision making
The previous decade saw the emergence of enterprise IT systems
that track the supply chain at every step, generating massive
amounts of data. With these systems, supply chain managers
and analysts can track data down to minute levels of granularity.
Whereas decisions would previously have to be made based on
‘summaries of summaries’, supply chain managers can now create
financial and operational models to guide their decisions.
One example of this would be to discern seasonality patterns.
In Asia, each country has its own demand seasonality. These
seasonality patterns are driven by various factors. For example,
for the technology industry, while the Lunar New Year creates
a seasonal increase in volume, in some countries the annual
computer shows generate an even greater surge in volume. Since
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“

In Asia, each country has its own demand
seasonality. These seasonality patterns are driven
by various factors. For example, for the technology
industry, while the Lunar New Year creates a
seasonal increase in volume, in some countries the
annual computer shows generate an even greater
surge in volume.

”
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Figure 1: Raw Normalised demand for 52 weeks for
five products

Demand over a year

Figure 2: Seasonal demand for 52 weeks based on
demand correlation
Dea&ona, demand (or >= 7ee8& 6a&ed on demand /orre,a.on

Prod 1
Prod 2
Prod 3
Prod 4
Prod 5

Looking at raw demand does not show any trends

After analysis, a seasonal trend emerges

in figure 5.
view is more right than yours) to making best use of information
So in essence, both teams were right. However, they tended
(here’s what our sales figures show, how do we react to that?).
to focus on ‘what hurts them most’. In this case, sales focused on
The following example shows a classic example of such a
the instances where product shortages occurred causing revenue
debate at HP in Asia. In Asia, postponing final product delivery
shortfalls, and supply chain focused where inventory was building
has two impacts. The first is the reduction in inventory-related
up and leading to high inventory costs.
capital costs, which would happen in any region of the world. The
The analysis allowed them to move the conversation to, ‘which
second is sunk costs incurred once a product is configured for
products do we need to stage early and which ones can we bring in
a particular country and then positioned in that country. Unlike
inventory later?’ This allowed HP to both ensure all product was in
North America, a product sold in Asia has to be configured for
place where needed while driving down supply chain costs.
the specific country that it will be sold in. Once a product is
A third use of analytics is for scenario modelling. A common
configured for a country, it is very costly to re-configure it for
another country and transport it. With
these factors in mind, HP wants to delay
the final configuration and shipment of
its products to destination countries to
the extent possible. Of course, position
inventory in the country too late, and the
result is lost sales and revenue.
In this case, sales and marketing
often want to have inventory positioned
as early as possible, contending that
inventory was positioned too late and
causing loss of sales. Supply chain
inventory reports showed inventory
was building up because it was being
positioned too early, leading to increased
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
inventory-driven costs. The perspective
of the two different departments is
Figure 3: Sales perspective - demand is
Figure 4: Supply Chain perspective - demand
Salesfrontloaded
view on demand
overWe need
shown in figures 3 and 4 while analysis
always
for the month.
is evenSupply
throughchain
the month
or on
back
loaded.
view
demand
of demand patterns by product is shown
allmonth
inventory there by the first
Flow inover
inventory
evenly across the month
month

Diﬀerent views on monthly demand
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Stacked chart analysis of demand
Figure 5: Percent
of of
demand
byby
week
ininthe
Percent
demand
week
themonth
monthfor
fortop
topten
10products
products

determine a cut-off
point, below which
5%
Week
1
10%
countries may need
15%
20%
20%
10%
25%
Week 2
to be grouped to avoid
15%
‘analysis paralysis’.
15%
Week 3
20%
20%
60%
In addition, sales
Week 4
70%
70%
20%
25%
75%
channels go a lot
deeper in Asia than
30%
in North America.
80%
Unlike North America,
30%
70%
65%
20%
remote geographies
55%
10%
15%
in Asia are usually
15%
10%
10%
30%
underdeveloped
20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
5%
and unreached by
major retailers. This
Prod 1 Prod 2 Prod 3 Prod 4 Prod 5 Prod 6 Prod 7 Prod 8 Prod 9 Prod 10
increased depth of
supply chain creates
Front-load Demand
Stock by end first
Back-load Demand
more complexities
Posi.on 100% stock before month start
week
30% stock before month start,
100% by end week two
in channel inventory
dynamics, making it
Post analysis demand showing demand distribution over month for top ten products
harder to predict the
effect of promotional/
reason for scenario modelling is to look at facility location in
sell-through enhancement efforts. It also means that data on the
Asia. Use of incentives to attract facilities is common throughout
true amount of inventory in the pipeline is harder to obtain and
the world, and these are often used to offset increased costs
may have to be extrapolated using ‘best available information’.
for setting up in a location. Analytics allows for the comparison
This makes inventory planning to hit targeted service levels to end
of scenarios. More importantly, modelling allows for the use of
customers a less exact science in Asia.
sensitivity analysis to determine where thresholds are for the
Off-the-shelf software, which is usually focused on developed
outcomes to change.
markets such as Western Europe and North America, might not
In figures 6 and 7 on the following page, we see the benefits
be as relevant to Asia. The ‘base models’ (stock models that
of a proposed site for locating a facility. In addition, we show
are pre-designed in the software) would focus on scenarios and
a sensitivity analysis on how different starting volumes and
variables that are important to decision-making in those markets
growth rates will affect the outcome of the analysis. This allows
but not be as relevant to Asia. Variables that are important in Asia
management to determine not only the potential cost benefit of a
typically reflect the uniqueness of each developing country (tax
decision, but also the level of risk they would be facing.
structure, port congestion, etc), and the off-the-shelf software does
not usually capture these.

Key differences to keep in mind when modelling Asia
Asia provides numerous complications when seeking to use
analytics to support decision-making. Asia is a geographically
huge and disconnected continent. The wide spread of levels of
development, the significantly different rules and regulations,
the diversity in how strictly and consistently rules are enforced,
the differences in levels of sophistication of systems of partner
companies (whether they are manufacturers, service partners or
customers) in different countries all add to the complexity of use
of analytics in Asia.
The complexity of Asia means that we cannot leverage a single
set of assumptions (like transportation infrastructure, regulation
regime, etc) across the region. This also means that trying to
model all countries could make an analysis too cumbersome to be
valuable, so supply chain strategists need to be able to intelligently
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Unlike North America, a product sold in Asia
has to be configured for the specific country that it
will be sold in. Once a product is configured for a
country, it is very costly to re-configure it for another
country and transport it. With these factors in
mind, HP wants to delay the final configuration and
shipment of its products to destination countries to
the extent possible.

”
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Figure 6: Total savings for moving manufacturing to
Total Savings for moving manufacturing to proposed country
proposed
country

Figure 7: Savings for move to country X over different
starting volumes and growth rates

Overall
savings
achieved

0% Growth

Projected savings per year ($M)

10% Growth
15% Growth
30% Growth

0K
Capital Income
Expense Tax

VAT

Expenses

Inventory Labour Outbound Inbound
Govt
Total
Freight Freight Incentives Savings

20K

40K

60K

80K

100K

Volume in first year

Beneﬁts

Analysis shows where the major impact items are so decisionmakers know where to focus

Sensitivity diagrams show where breakeven points would be at
varying levels of major inputs

The role of the analyst in Asian supply chain modelling.

without using a big expensive ‘black box’ tool. Simple tools
are easier to explain and this helps build trust towards the
analytical approach in general.
 Know how to use strong visual communication to convey
insights – As can be seen in the examples shown earlier, it’s not
just crunching the number, it’s also showing them in a manner
where the insights can be gained intuitively by looking at the
charts/graphics.

Decision-makers in Asia often prefer to follow what has been tried
and tested in more developed markets. Thus, the expertise of the
supply chain analysts is necessary not only for building models for
the Asia context, but also to adapt proven models.
In addition, a skilled analyst should be comfortable in
communicating with executives in departments other than supply
chain, explaining 1) how models have been adapted to Asia, or
2) why they had to be rejected and a unique model built for the
Asian marketplace, and 3) communicate insights to executives in
a way that makes them comfortable with the results.
To achieve this, the supply chain analyst should have the following
skills:
 Know about the Asian context – this comes with experience
but it’s helpful to start from a base of knowledge about Asia,
and deepen with experience in projects
 Know how to conduct the right level of analysis – use Pareto
analysis to determine the most important variables to model,
group other variables where they are not important. For
example, determining which countries are small enough that
they can be modelled as a block without significantly impacting
the results of the study.
 Know when to use small configurable approaches vs. ‘big, black
box’ tools to answer very specific questions – know where an
elegant, simple spreadsheet model can answer the questions

While it is hard to make the initial leap into making analyticsbased decisions, the benefits are substantial. Supply chain managers
should also be cautious while utilising externally generated analyses.
Imposing a ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution on a regional-based decision
is convenient and often wrong. The region is very diverse, and
offers a range of challenges for any supply chain manager. In our
experience, we’ve found that models focused on the unique context
of the problem at hand are the ones that have the most impact.
Analytics provides a foundation from which better supply
chain decisions can be made, and savings from these decisions
directly impact the bottom line. With the growing importance of
Asia, it pays to make sure decisions here are made right the first
time round.
Anindya Banerjee, Apiruk Detwarasiti, and Shawn Tay are the founding
members of the Asia office of the HP Strategic Planning and Modeling
(SPaM) team
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Supply Chain Asia magazine

May/June Issue, Updated Editorial Schedule
Accurate. Independent. Specialist.
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Australia
Air Cargo Carriers
Education and Training
Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10

Regulars
Maritime
Air Cargo
Logistics
Shipper Dialogues
Book Reviews
Supply Chain Indicators
…and much more

Supply Chain Asia magazine is widely regarded as the leading source of accurate,
independent and specialist coverage and analysis of the supply chain and logistics industry
and its application and development in Asia.
For further details, please contact Frank Paul at frank.paul@supplychainasia.org
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Simplicity,
speed, focus and
pragmatism are
main requirements
for aligning supply
chain strategy with
the overall strategy
of the organisation,
writes Barry Elliott

How to best
implement supply
chain management

W

hat really is the effect on your
business from employing good
supply chain management
practices? How does one know for sure?
As with all things in management, it is the
challenge of figuring out what constitutes
the desired behaviours and performance
that will result in executing the intended
strategy which, in most cases, includes
maximising profitability. But, of course,
profitability is an outcome, not a driver or
a leading indicator.
Supporting this notion, in the
conclusions in the 2010 Global Survey of
Supply Chain Progress, jointly conducted
by CSC, Supply Chain Management Review
(SCMR), and Michigan State University,
was a key requirement – be clear and
articulate in your strategy and figure out
what that means for your approach to
supply chain management. Based on that,
you can then determine what to expect
from your people, processes and tools.
As Trevor Miles of Kinaxis wrote about
the survey, “Supply chain is becoming
known as the sweet spot for impacting
competitive advantage and operational
and financial success.” We just have to
ensure efforts are aligned with the intended
strategy.
Accordingly, we have recently been reintroduced to a brilliant methodology from
pm2 Consulting in Canada for linking all
of this using the familiar concept of the
‘balanced scorecard’. It is a most logical
process for interpreting your strategy into a
very practical scorecard and set of priorities
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for your supply chain, or every other part of
your organisation, for that matter.
We always felt that the drivers of socalled Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
should be the current success factors for
an organisation. Certainly, in figuring out
what these are, the balanced scorecard
formula calls for balance between the major
dimensions of customer, internal business
process, learning and growth, and financial.
However, within these dimensions, one
must determine the specific drivers of

Build the
strategic
linkages

Determine
indicators of
success

suite in an organisation should evolve
over time and also cascade down from
the top level, initially specified by the
current critical success factors, which
should certainly be documented in the
organisation’s strategy. The strategy, of
course, evolves and should be deliberately
adjusted to accommodate change over
time.
In overview, there are five steps in
pm2’s methodology, as one can see in the
diagram below:

Identify
process
and project
fitness

performance at any particular time and
situation.
For example, we did some work wayback-when with a paper company and,
with them, determined that their critical
success factors at the time were customer
responsiveness, health and safety,
distribution efficiency, and environmental
performance. These factors change over
time, of course, depending on current
performance and the evolving business
environment. With our example paper
company, once they got the environmental
performance under control, while it was
still extremely important, it ceased to
be a critical success factor upon which
they needed to focus. They had achieved
‘unconscious competence’, so to speak.
And so, the performance measurement

Build the
scorecard
processes

Launch

What we find remarkable is that
pm2’s typical approach is to prepare
appropriately, muster resources, and work
through these five steps in just five days.
Literally. They have many, many examples
in many industries and countries to prove
their case.
This is not ‘rocket science’ and, thus,
there is no reason to make it a prolonged
initiative. It is better to get the basics
right and get on with using the scorecard
to prioritise your improvement efforts and
guide people’s performance and decisions.
It should be revised and refined as you go,
in continuous improvement mode.
The first important point of guidance is
that one should take whatever strategy your
organisation is actually using and capture
that. Do NOT start a strategic planning

STRATEGY

project in its own right or this initiative will
lose focus. The intention is to ‘kick start’
your continuous strategic planning process
with this effort.
The trick, like framing a house, is to
build the whole structure’s framework
quickly in order to make it self-supporting.
If you pause too long between any of the
steps, the entire programme fails as the
organisation begins to ‘tweak’ elements of
the scorecard before the overall structure
is built and understood.

Step 1: Build the strategic linkages

Mission

Internal
Enables

%
Revenue

Financial
Productivity

10
4
2

Brand

Customer

Financial

The first step calls for capturing the existing
strategy and documenting it in what is a
new way to many, called a strategy map.
The strategy map is the ‘secret sauce’ that
is a requirement for all great scorecards.

The founders of balanced scorecard,
Drs Kaplan and Norton frequently quote
a Fortune magazine article revealing that
80 percent of strategies fail – not because
they are weak, but merely because they
are not executed. Given such a high
failure rate, the most important gain for
your organisation will come through the
execution of your existing strategy – not
through devising a better strategy.
Much has been written about building
strategy maps, including the most recent
book by Drs Kaplan and Norton, called
Strategy Mapping (a must-read). Keep It
Simple. If you cannot draw your strategy
map on a napkin, it is too complicated.
Pm2 Consulting call this your ‘napkin test
of strategy’.
A strategy map describes what the

Service
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“

The trick, like framing a house,
is to build the whole structure’s
framework quickly in order to
make it self-supporting. If you
pause too long between any of the
steps, the entire programme fails as
the organisation begins to ‘tweak’
elements of the scorecard before
the overall structure is built and
understood.

”

organisation needs to do to be successful.
In building a simple map with relative
importance, the senior team is able to
create alignment across their areas and
an overall game plan, without committing
to specific actions, performance levels or
ownership.
The strategy map becomes a riskfree tool to engage the leadership team
in agreements about the way forward.
As the organisation learns and needs to
refine its strategy or direction, the strategy
map becomes the tool to capture and
communicate those changes.
Building the strategy map is work for
the senior team within the area being
scorecarded. For example, while it is most
desirable to do this process beginning at
the very top of the organisation, it certainly
can be employed to ‘interpret’ the business
strategy from a supply chain management
perspective.

Step 2: Determine indicators of success
Good scorecards start off with indicators
not measures. What is an indicator? Think
of ‘miles per gallon’ (or litres/100km). It is
an indicator of the car’s performance, but
does not try to diagnose specifically what
might be wrong. Low mileage might be
caused by poor engine performance, soft
tires, bad driving technique, and so on. For
example, some organisations use employee
absenteeism as an indicator of employee
satisfaction. It is not precisely accurate

A strategy map describes what organisations need to do to be successful
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but many have discovered that unhappy
employees tend to take more sick days.
By using indicators, not measures, a
number of benefits can be realised,
including:
•

•

Better breadth of scorecard coverage
with fewer indicators. Because the
indicator covers a wide range of possible
causes, a single indicator provides wide
coverage. (e.g., absenteeism might
be caused by poor management,
organisation changes, or reduced
rewards)
Ability to start using the scorecard
right away. There are always indicators
available in the organisation that can
be immediately used in the scorecard.
It is important to select indicators
after you have built the strategy map.
An organisation would not adjust its
strategy just because there were no
obvious measures. Do not confuse the
two concepts.

Scorecards allow the organisation to
link everything we do to strategy – or realise
that we should stop doing it.

Step 3: Identify process and project
fitness
The promise of the scorecard is the
translation of strategy into action. An
important deliverable from any scorecard
process must be the linkage between
strategy and what we do – the processes
and projects we work on from day to day.
During the third step, the scorecard
team should produce a short list of core
processes, identify which ones are critical
to each strategic objective on the strategy
map, and then rank the processes’ ability
to support that objective. This will allow the
organisation to identify the strategic impact
of each process. Processes that have a
high weighting but provide poor support
are performance risks for the organisation.
Likewise, all significant projects should
also be ranked based on their impact in
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improving the performance around each
strategic objective.
Linking processes and projects to
strategy produces a risk matrix informing
the organisation where the largest gaps
exist between strategy and execution.
Ideally, projects will provide support
around the identified weak processes; if
not, the organisation has a misalignment
between the projects and strategic need.
It is not unusual to find that 40 percent to
60 percent of existing projects do not link
to any strategic objectives. Those projects
should be stopped right away, so as not to
divert resources from the things that will
help execute the strategy.

ensure that they are constantly tracking the
best way forward for the organisation. This
fits very well with the Sales & Operations
Planning (S&OP) process, which also calls
for a quarterly assessment of progress
against the strategy and ‘tweaking’ when
appropriate.

Step 5: Launch
It is important to get the scorecard into
the hands of the organisation as soon as
possible. Two ‘bad’ things can happen
if you spend too much time before the
organisation starts using the scorecard,
as follow:
•

Step 4: Build scorecard processes
In order to receive all the benefits that
scorecarding offers, management needs to
learn some new techniques. The scorecard
needs to gradually become integrated
with other existing processes, such as
accountabilities and financial planning,
and some efforts typically need to be made
in shifting the organisation’s mindset to
a performance-based culture. Processes
need to be designed for the monthly
gathering of data and objective owner
commentaries. This step calls for designing
where the data is to come from, who writes
the commentary, when it is due, and how
it is published.
On the management process side, as
Drs Kaplan and Norton describe in Strategy
Focused Organization, you will need to
begin making strategy ‘a continuous
process’ and making strategy ‘everyone’s
job’.
Central to this is the addition of a new
type of quarterly management meeting – a
Strategic Management Process – where the
strategy map and weighting are reviewed to

•

If given too much time, people begin
to feel that the scorecard will become
a tool to punish them for their ‘red’
indicators
The scorecard team begins to think that
they have the right answer and becomes
reluctant to change the scorecard
regardless of the organisation’s
feedback.

Launching the scorecard has three
components:
• developing a presentation to be given
to the entire organisation (repeatedly)
• getting management to openly support
the scorecard
• getting agreement on the next steps
This description of the final step
conveys the fast, focused and pragmatic
nature of this approach: keep it simple,
get underway as quickly as possible, ‘walk
before you run’, and shift into continuous
improvement mode.
Barry Elliott is a Hong Kong-based supply
chain management consultant

“

It is not unusual to find that 40 percent to
60 percent of existing projects do not link to any
strategic objectives. Those projects should be stopped
right away, so as not to divert resources from the
things that will help execute the strategy.

”
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Going green the
practical way
The need to go green has
long been a focus among
consumers but the drive
towards sustainability has
yet to have a significant
impact on supply chains in
Asia. Regional supply chain
executives are now realising
that going green doesn’t
always mean a reduction in the bottom line and
that applying new technologies can bring big
benefits, writes Allan Neo

M

any organisations now recognise that the
most practical way to reduce their carbon
footprint is to make their supply chains as
efficient as possible. This approach provides positive
benefits to profit margins and work rates. Applying
technologies for better transportation routing,
heightened safety levels in hazardous environments
and automation of paper-based processes allows
supply chains to reduce environmental impact and
drive down costs.

The cost of implementing a system of dynamic
routing is minimal in terms of both hard and soft
costs. Soft costs, in this context, refer to the cost of
software and dispatcher training.
For most logistics operations, the effectiveness
of a carbon minimising GPS is measured by a
simple look at the amount of kilometres driven and
the subsequent reduction of cost and driver time.
The less time that your drivers are spending in their
trucks, the less time they are pouring out carbon and
increasing costs of running the business.

Decreasing carbon emissions by
increasing tracking

Effectively tracking pollutants

GPS is one of the most affordable technologies
available to logistics operators that want to reduce
their carbon footprint. However, simply using GPS
within a truck does not allow for the most effective
use of the technology. Much more effective is if the
truck transmits its location to a central terminal at the
dispatcher level so they can be dynamically routed
to avoid traffic jams. This allows for a reduction in
travel time, costs and carbon emissions.
Ensuring that drivers report traffic issues to
dispatch, which allows for updates to the GPS
units of other drivers, is a simple process often
well received by drivers for whom traffic jams are a
constant challenge.

Greening the supply chain goes further than
becoming carbon neutral. Eliminating or minimising
environmental harm is also a key goal. Many supply
chains, most notably in the chemical processing
industry, can achieve environmental and economic
benefit from a more effective tracking and tracing
of hazardous goods.
Understanding technology is increasingly
important for professionals operating hazardous
supply chains who constantly need to reduce the
risk of pollutants being misplaced and harming the
environment. Warehouse and logistics organisations
are implementing more sophisticated systems
to monitor and manage a variety of hazardous
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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Imagine an
RFID-based
system where
goods could
submit data into
an automated
system that sent
out invoices when
they had reached
their destination.
Coupled with a
mobile computing
solution for
information
recording and
processing for
delivery drivers
and warehouse
workers, this would
drastically reduce
the number of
errors associated
with a paperbased system,
as well as the
amount of paper
that is wastefully
consumed in the
process.

”
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substances due to growing safety, security, and
regulatory and reporting requirements. Mobile
computers can be important components of
these systems because they provide the ability to
automatically collect and communicate data from
remote and challenging environments regularly
encountered by logistics companies.
Use of the right technology to safely track
hazardous goods can reduce the risk of environmental
damage. As technology evolves and becomes more
sophisticated, condemning accurate movement
of hazardous materials as an impossibility is not
acceptable, and neither is the environmental damage
that comes with it.

Minimising paper usage
The South African researcher MBendi says Asia
accounts for 31 percent of the world’s consumption
of paper1, with Japan, Singapore and Malaysia the
highest users. This heavy use of paper is prevalent
in many supply chain operations and is costing the
region and the environment dearly. To combat this,
technologies such as RFID are widening beyond
merely collecting data to allowing many processes
to be automated, reducing the amount of paper used
throughout the process.
Consider the trend in moving to paperless
environments occurring in many supply chains across
the world. Australian based Cootes Transport Group
recently implemented a technology solution to their
logistics operation to remove paper-based processes
to minimise the risk associated with misplaced
or lost paperwork and the time commitment
required to deal with outstanding manifests. This
implementation significantly reduced the amount
of paper that is traditionally associated with delivery
operations, digitising invoices and manifests and
reducing impact on the environment.
This has far-reaching implications for the supply
chain. Imagine an RFID-based system where goods
could submit data into an automated system that
sent out invoices when they had reached their
destination. Coupled with a mobile computing
solution for information recording and processing for
delivery drivers and warehouse workers, this would
drastically reduce the number of errors associated
with a paper-based system as well as the amount of
paper that is wastefully consumed in the process.
This waste contributes significantly to the
environmental damage done by many of the world's
supply chains. According to the Ecology Global
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Technologies such as RFID are widening beyond
merely collecting data to allowing many processes to
be automated

Network, “world consumption of paper has grown
four hundred percent in the last 40 years. Now nearly
four billion trees or 35 percent of the total trees cut
down around the world are used in paper industries
on every continent.
“Pulp and paper mills are among the worst
polluters to air, water and land of any industry,”
EGN notes.
If supply chain operations are to be truly as
green as they can possibly be, ensuring paper-based
systems are replaced with smarter, greener and
more accurate alternatives is imperative. There are
bottom line benefits to this. By investing in longterm solutions, supply chains that automate their
processes remove the ongoing costs associated with
the purchase, categorisation and removal of the
paper within the supply chain, replacing it with more
accurate and less labour-intensive alternatives.

strategy

Reverse distribution

“

Asian supply
chain operations
can benefit greatly
from recycling
their packaging,
when it is
appropriate. Forms
of transport in
logistics operations
are often only
running at a
percentage of their
storage capacity.
Utilising the spare
space to collect
goods that can be
put back into the
supply chains can
yield significant
benefits.

”

Progressive logistics operators can also utilise the
process of reverse distribution to build on their
bottom line and improve their green credentials.
In Designing the Green Supply Chain, reverse
distribution is defined by Benita M Beamon as the
“collection and transportation of used products,
packaging, and/or containers”.
Asian supply chain operations can benefit
greatly from recycling their packaging, when it
is appropriate. Forms of transport in logistics
operations are often only running at a percentage of
their storage capacity. Utilising the spare space to
collect goods that can be put back into supply chains
can yield significant benefits.
Post- and pre-consumer packagings are a
significant cost in the supply chain. By leveraging
relationships with suppliers to recycle packaging,
manufacturing operations can significantly improve
their bottom lines. Imagine utilising the wasted
space in a truck to bring back packaging that can
be reused multiple times and the cost savings
that would result. The ability to recycle cardboard
boxes, or investing in more substantive hard plastic
packaging, provides a green friendly solution to
unnecessary wastage at little cost to the operation.
Recycling post- and pre-consumer packaging
reduces both costs and waste and can have
significant implications for the environment and an
organisation’s environmental record.

Invest in durable technology
It is undeniable that technology itself is a large
contributor to the carbon footprint of any supply
chain. The total energy and fossil fuels used in
producing a desktop computer with a 17-in CRT
monitor are estimated at 6400 mega joules (MJ)
and 260kg, respectively. Computer manufacturing
is an energy intensive process.
While technology clearly has a key role in
reducing supply chain wastage and the carbon
footprints of organisations, it is important to invest
wisely to minimise the impact of technology itself
on the environment. Investing in durability, such
as rugged computer models with a product life
of several years as opposed to months and with
comprehensive service contracts, is the wise choice
to minimise environmental impact.

A growing recognition of green supply chains
Commitment to greening the supply chain is growing

“

As technology
evolves and
becomes more
sophisticated,
condemning
accurate movement
of hazardous
materials as an
impossibility is
not acceptable,
and neither is the
environmental
damage that comes
with it.

”

significantly across the Asian region. The formation
of the Sustainable Supply Chain Centre of Asia
Pacific in Singapore in June of 2010 shows that
places such as Singapore are positioning themselves
as hubs for sustainable activity in the region. Other
organisations, such as SWITCH-Asia – a think-tank
originating from a joint initiative between the United
Nations Environment Programme and the Wuppertal
Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy – are
implementing programmes to increase engagement.
Among others, these include programmes in Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Mongolia, China, India and
Vietnam, among others.
With the increasing number of industry bodies
emphasising and encouraging initiatives to go green,
supply chains in the region will become increasingly
environmentally sensitive. Technology has a key role
to play in this process and new technologies that
enable more sustainable supply chains will continue
to come on stream. Operators who ignore these are
not only acting irresponsibly towards the environment
but also their own profit margins. The solutions are
inexpensive, have a good risk-reward ratio, and are
environmentally aware.
The future of supply chains in Asia lies in
sustainable practices that benefit the bottom
line.
Allan Neo is director of Systems Engineering with
Intermec APAC
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Green supply
chain performance
evaluation

I

n the Jan/Feb issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine we
discussed how to create a good green supply chain performance
evaluation methodology. When presenting the information
derived from the measurement programme for performance
evaluation, care must be taken to make sure it is presented in a
useful, objective and relevant manner.
All information that is non-relevant for the purpose at hand
must either be deleted, or kept in a separate appendix. Charts must
have uniform axes and clear titles and labels. The user should have
ability to drill down and reach a point where he/she can trace the
cause and effect of individual events on the overall measurement.
Finally, we are all drowning in far too much information. Our mantra
is keep it simple, and less is more when presenting information.
Following are some examples of disguised case studies.
Figure 1 shows a radar diagram of an overall green supply chain
programme and as we can see, green procurement, which is one
of its elements, rates 6.7 on a ten-point scale. Other noteworthy
points in this diagram are that carbon management and green
procurement are the most advanced of the six elements, while

In this second part of a two-part feature,
Vivek Sood and Tony Wines advise on
how to use the knowledge gathered
in green supply chain performance
evaluation to make decisions

green supply chain continuous improvement has not yet started in
earnest. This was to be expected as the migration is still underway
and the core green supply chain planning and execution are still
only halfway through. It should be noted that the scale of ten is
the aspiration scale based on the targets set by this organisation,
and they are measuring all progress against this scale for the
entire programme.
Figure 2 takes one element -- green procurement -- out of figure
1 and drills down further along this element on the same scale.
As seen in figure 2, the six sub-elements of green procurement
range from a low of 3.2 to a high of 8.8 on the scale of ten.
Collaboration, one of the sub-elements that we explore in further
detail in figure 3, rates 6.2 on this scale.
Figure 3 measures various parameters of collaboration on the
same scale and finds that while top management commitment and
cross-organisational teams are in place, co-development time and
joint raw material trial programmes are the main culprits for an
average rating of 6.2 for collaboration. While there is a considerable
amount of detail behind each of these parameters, it is clear that

Green supply chain planning

Green supply
chain continuous
improvement

Collaboration

10

10

8

8

6

6

4.2

Green procurement
6.7

4

0.7

Measurement

6.2
Incentive
alignment
8.5

4

8.8

2

2

0

0

2.3
5.5

5.5
Green supply
chain execution

Green supply
chain migration

Sustainable
sourcing

3.2

8

Supplier
development

6.9
Carbon management

Figure 1: Example of a green supply chain performance evaluation
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Energy-efficient procurement

Figure 2 – Example of a green procurement performance evaluation

STRATEGY
presentation of the information in clear, succinct format always
facilitates action.
Now we turn our attention to use of this information for
decision-making. All this hard work so far is for a purpose and we
are coming to that central purpose.

Using information from performance evaluation for making
decisions
So now we have radar diagrams and supporting data and
information on green supply chain performance. It is a formidable
information set. How do we use it for making decisions that would
further our goals of achieving the best environmental outcomes
in the shortest period of time? Most executives should have no
problems deciphering the information and making appropriate
decisions based on it. However, a few guidelines will be helpful
to make the best use of the information.

• Be aware of the data accuracy and reliability
While this is an obvious point, sometimes neat radar diagrams
make people lose sight of how robust or reliable the underlying
data set are. The decisions are only as good as the data that
support it, no matter how well it is presented.

• Use information at the right level of aggregation for each
decision
This is a frequent error where the information looked at is either
too detailed or too high level for the decision being made. For
strategic, high-level decisions, a more aggregated picture is
needed. By necessity, it will have to ignore some details that
are not relevant to the decision being made, even though
these details might be very relevant in another context. On the
other hand, for an execution decision, a great deal of detail is
required. Decisions made on assumptions or partial information
are sub-optimal, especially when more information could easily
be procured.

• Make decisions at the right time – avoid ‘paralysis by
analysis’ or ‘jumping to conclusions’
Some people are uncomfortable to make decisions till they
have 100 percent information at a very high level of accuracy,
while others jump to decisions without much information. For
each decision, the happy medium is somewhere in the middle,
though it is likely to vary depending on the full implications of
the decision. More strategic decisions require better information
while tactical and operational decisions need easily obtainable
data.

• Don’t lose sight of the end goal
It is possible to lose sight of the end goal when all the data
become available. It is important to keep in mind that the end
goal is emissions reduction and waste reduction to make the
supply chains ‘green’. It is also to make your company more

productive, competitive and streamlined. All this is possible
through effective sustainability processes.

Measurement toolkit
A measurement toolkit that gives a broad understanding of the
status of greenness across specific supply chains can be used.
The toolkit would cover the following key areas.
1. Green supply chain planning
2. Green procurement
3. Green supply chain execution
4. Carbon management
5. Green supply chain migration
6. Green supply chain continuous improvement
7. Green alignment to international measurement standards
Each of these areas is then subdivided and further subdivided
before asking detailed questions; for example on green
procurement:
• Awareness of green procurement
• How is green procurement defined in your end-to-end supply
chain?
• How much importance is given to green procurement?
• How are competitors doing on green procurement?
• What is the market for recycled materials?  
• Supplier collaboration
• Supplier incentive alignment
• Supplier selection
• How closely linked is company measurement to international
standards and accreditations?
Respondents pick from five alternative answers for each question,
for example with What is the market for recycled materials?
above:
1. There is a huge market for recycled materials and the true
potential of this market is yet to be exploited
2. There is a big market for recycled products. Some firms
have recognised the potential and are rapidly expanding in
this space
3. There is a need to recycle products but organisational structure,
suppliers’ monopoly and top management reluctance have kept
this market growth restricted
4. Consumers don’t want to use recycled products
5. There is no market for recycled products
When all questions are answered, the overall scores provide a clear
indication on the current green status. Importantly it also indicates
the areas for development and very clearly indicates what needs
to be done in each development area.
Vivek Sood is based in Sydney and is CEO of the Global Supply Chain
Group. Tony Wines is based in Hong Kong and is managing director
of Turnkey Consulting
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If not for the American war with
Vietnam, few people would have heard of
the Lao People’s Democratic Republic.
But the small landlocked country is
gaining attention as a strategic link in
Southeast Asia, reports Russel Beron
from Vientiane

S

Laos - the
missing link in
Southeast Asian
logistics
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ince the 1950’s, Laos has been a strategic
geopolitical pawn, first for the French, then
for the Americans and the North Vietnamese
who used the Ho Chi Minh Trail as an important
supply route. Sandwiched between Vietnam, Thailand,
China, Myanmar and Cambodia, Laos is now noticed
for economic reasons, offering overland logistics
routes between seaports such as Danang in Vietnam
and Bangkok in Thailand, as well as a gateway for
land-locked southwest China to Thai and Vietnamese
markets.
Similar to China and Vietnam, Laos is a one-party
communist state that began opening its economy to
the world in the early 1980’s. From 1988-2008, the
country experienced average annual GDP growth of
6 percent. Despite this impressive growth, Laos is a
small market, with less than 7m people and a GDP of
just over $6bn.
While there is a small garment and textiles industry
as well as coffee and agricultural exports, much of the
growth in Laos has been spurred by the mining sector,
tapping into the country’s rich natural resources,
and from hydroelectric exports mostly to Thailand.
Unfortunately, there is little trickle-down benefit from
these sectors and there is limited domestic market
potential.
Nevertheless, Laos is still on the radar of countries
such as China, Thailand and Japan that are interested in
its largely untapped natural resources. China – needing
fuel for industrial growth – has invested in development in Laos,
mainly to secure some of the plentiful resources such as gold,
copper, tin, gypsum, rubber and forestry. Japan has also funded
much development and has a strong forestry interest that supplies
pulp and paper exports. Thailand is Laos’ biggest trading partner,
also tapping into Lao resources and supplying over 60 percent of
Lao imports such as consumer goods, cars, fuel, cement, chemicals
and other raw materials.

Regional integration
While an untapped market offers potential, the real reason for
renewed interest in Laos is its strategic location and logistics

Regional Focus - Southeast Asia

“

Container trucks exiting a barge to enter Laos from Thailand (left), and doing transhipment
on the Lao-Thai border

integration potential. Countries in the region have recognised
that it is in their long-term interest to have efficient regional trade
networks and as a result have formed the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Economic Cooperation agreement. Member countries
include Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia.
The agreement focuses on developing infrastructure and
creating a framework for players in the region to cooperate towards
regional growth. Laos being in the middle of all these countries
means it is critical to the success of the GMS cooperation, which
brings pressure on its government to accelerate development.
A key GMS agenda item is the development of trade corridors
linking the various countries. The key corridors that include Laos
are the North-South Economic Corridor (NSEC), from China
through Laos to Thailand, and the East-West Economic Corridor

Basic transport is
outsourced to small
trucking companies. There
are few 3PLs in operation
and most of the major
freight business goes to a
handful of logistics service
providers including Lao
Freight Forwarder (LFF)
and Societe de Mixte de
Transport.

”

(EWEC) from Myanmar through Thailand, Laos and Vietnam to
Danang Port.
The issue with integrating Laos into this network is that
infrastructure in the country is still developing. Laos only has a
few thousand kilometres of paved roads, even on the critical trade
corridors. Portions of these roads have been built by the Chinese
and Thai governments and financed by international agencies such
as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), but many portions are still
under construction or poorly maintained.
According to Dr Bounta Onnavong, a key figure in the Lao
Ministry of Public Works and Transport, “A major issue for
integrating Laos into the region is the time it takes for crossing
borders and the necessity of transhipping goods between each
country.” A key obstacle is that while trucks from Thailand can
enter Laos, they can’t pass through
Vietnam. Similarly Vietnamese container
trucks will drop loads from Vietnam either
at the Viet-Lao border or the Lao-Thai
border, but won’t travel into Thailand.
Thai shipments operate the same way.
Transhipment is even more complicated
with non-container loads that need to be
transhipped by hand.
Another issue is that traffic is often
one-way. Trucks from Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam or China will generally drop
their loads and return empty. Lao trucks
mostly serve as intermediaries, handling
domestic journeys within Laos. Trucks can
also face long wait times at borders, either
due to inefficient customs procedures
or because they might wait for a return
load.

Crossing from Laos into China at the border town of Mohan
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Most consumer products are imported through Lao agencies who then do the distribution and
logistics themselves, often owning their truck fleets. Even major companies such as Beer Lao and Lao-Soft
Drink own truck fleets, which limits the entry of sophisticated 3PLs who can provide end-to-end supply
chain management.

”

The logistics imperative

Laos realises that to be a player in the region it needs to develop its
logistics capacity. In the 2009 World Bank Logistics Performance
Index, Laos performed poorly on almost every measure of logistics
capability relative to other countries in the region, including
infrastructure, customs procedures, logistics competence, tracking
and tracing and timeliness.
Of the approximately 40,000 kilometres of roads in the country,
less than 15 percent are paved, slowing travel times to less than
60 km/hr even on major highways and trade corridors such as
Route 9 (East-West) and Route 3 (North-South). Since Laos has
no seaports, little need for airfreight and only about 3km of railway
at present running from Vientiane to Thanaleng in Thailand, roads
are the main means of freight transport.
The Mekong River is a major artery threading through Laos and
other countries in the GMS area, much like the Yangtze River in
China, but only parts of the river are navigable for freight. Modern
warehousing is almost non-existent, with existing third party
warehouses mostly serving the development aid sector.
While basic transport is outsourced to small trucking
companies, there are few 3PLs in operation and most of the
major freight business goes to a handful of logistics service
providers including Lao Freight Forwarder (LFF) and Societe de
Mixte de Transport. “We divested most of our truck assets since
it’s cheaper to user contractors,” said Somphone Phasavath,
deputy managing director of LFF, a former state-owned trucking
company that evolved into the leading freight forwarder in
the country. However, most trucking companies are limited in
resources and are not able to compete with Vietnamese or Thai
logistics providers.
“We see the potential for logistics business, but we need
investment to upgrade our trucks in order to be competitive on
price to carry loads outside of Laos,” said Mrs. Soutchay Kittirath,
director of administration at Land River Transport Company, a
domestic trucking company which mostly transports sugar cane
for local farmers in Savannakhet Province.
Most consumer products are imported through Lao agencies
who then do the distribution and logistics themselves, often owning
their truck fleets. Even major companies such as Beer Lao and LaoSoft Drink own truck fleets, which limits the entry of sophisticated
3PLs that can provide end-to-end supply chain management. At
the moment, foreign players are reluctant to invest and regional
players such as TNT operate through partnerships with local
providers such as LFF.
Progress has been slow but is occurring. The Japan
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International Cooperation Agency (JICA) funded a 2010 study on
logistics which outlines a comprehensive growth plan for the Lao
logistics sector. Along with GMS initiatives, this plan outlines key
milestones that need to be achieved such as building new roads,
bridges and logistics hubs and improving customs processes to
facilitate trade.
It also identifies Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in key areas
of the country which are central to future growth. Vientiane SEZ,
in the capital city area, is the location of most trade flow between
Thailand and as such is expected to develop most rapidly. Another
key zone is the Savannakhet SEZ in southern Laos, the location
of the East-West trade corridor between Thailand and Vietnam,
another major trade route facilitated by the second ‘Friendship
Bridge’ linking Thailand and Laos. Other zones in Champasak,
Thakek and Luang Prabang are also under development and should
be operational in the next five to ten years.
A third “Friendship Bridge linking Hoeixay, in the northern
Laos province of Bokeo is currently under construction by the
Chinese and will facilitate trade between Thailand and China,
only a four-hour drive. Currently, trucks are ferried across the
Mekong River from Thailand to Laos on barges. These zones
are designed to improve trade flow through measures such as
establishing bonded areas where trucks can do transhipment
and storage.

The way forward
The Lao government appears committed to raising the country’s
profile and understands the critical role that logistics needs to
play in positioning Laos as a regional player. Positive steps in this
direction include focusing on infrastructure development and
creating a better climate for foreign investment.
The 2010 opening of a stock exchange and upcoming
membership of the WTO should further attract much needed
capital and develop the country’s exports. A railway to be built
by China connecting Kunming in China’s Yunnan Province with
Bangkok Port should also give a major boost to the country’s
logistics capability.
Given its quiet but critical role in regional politics and now
economic development, it is clear that supply chain players in
the region will increasingly need to factor Laos into their strategic
planning.
Russel Beron is a specialist supply chain and logistics analyst and
writer based in Shanghai

country focus - CHINA

The current and potential impact
of wage increases in China
For decades, manufacturing companies around
the globe have flocked to China for its cheap
raw materials and labour, stable infrastructure
and favourable government policies. But as
costs rise, many are asking whether it can
maintain its competitive edge. Accenture’s
Jonathan Wright looks at the implications of
rising labour costs in China and recommends
strategic response options for MNCs

R

aw material costs in China are
rising; infrastructure is becoming
more expensive to establish and
maintain; government policies are favouring
workers more than ever. Perhaps most
salient, wages are increasing.
Given these shifts, will China be able
to maintain its attractive profile as a longterm, low-cost sourcing and manufacturing
option for companies in and outside the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN)? Some experts maintain that wage
increases will permanently change the
game. Others anticipate only a superficial
impact on companies and on China.
What perspectives will prevail and how
should multinational companies (MNCs)
prepare?
Several factors have contributed
to making China the sourcing and
manufacturing hub of choice: stable
infrastructure; lower capital investment and
domestic sourcing costs; and favourable
government policies such as foreign
direct investment liberalisation and tax
exemptions for businesses that outsource
manufacturing operations in China. And of
course there are the country’s low labour

costs. The average hourly wage rate in
China is currently about 9 percent of the
rate in developed Western economies such
as the UK and US (figure 1) and as shown
in figure 2, China’s wage rate is rising faster
than other ASEAN countries.
China’s low-labour-cost advantage is
being eroded. In fact, since 2008, the
average hourly wage in China has increased
more rapidly than other APAC countries.
Increasingly, global pricing is driving raw
materials costs. Government policies in
China (including currency revaluation
and an increase in the minimum wage)
are shifting in favour of improving local
workers’ welfare and away from maximising
benefits to manufacturers and investors in
China. A focus on productivity gains among
some companies manufacturing in China
has also led to rising infrastructure costs
as companies invest in more sophisticated
equipment. The flip side, however, is that
the country also offers higher productivity
and a higher sense of security – two
crucial considerations for multinational
companies.
To fully understand the issue, and its
impact on the business plans and actions
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“

Wages at privately owned
companies in China are expected
to rise 17 percent annually over the
next three years.

”

Figure 1: Average hourly wage: developed economies versus China (in US dollars per hour).

Figure 2: Average hourly wage in China compared to other APAC countries (in US dollars per
hour). The wage gap between China and Vietnam has been widening since 2007. However,
it should be noted that the wage differential may be smaller in labor intensive industries.

of multinational companies in and outside
ASEAN, Accenture launched a detailed
wage study. We examined wage levels for
three industries: apparel (footwear), heavy
equipment and high technology (personal
computers). For all three industries, the
average hourly wage has risen over the
past four years, with the highest wages
in the high technology industry. Looking
ahead, wages at privately-owned companies
in China are expected to rise 17 percent
annually over the next three years.
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The road ahead
‘Source’ and ‘make’ are typically the largest
cost components across a manufacturing
company’s supply chain operations. The
contribution of direct labour cost is
correspondingly higher in these two
components. For this reason, wage increases
in China will likely have the greatest impact
on MNCs’ sourcing and manufacturing
decisions. Accenture’s analysis also shows
that a 30 percent increase in wages could
affect industries’ retail prices, with the

largest impact on the high technology
industry. To maintain the profit levels
they have been enjoying without the 30
percent wage increase, companies in these
industries may need to increase retail
prices or consider implementing new costabsorption initiatives (figure 3).
For China itself, the biggest challenge
will be how to maintain its competitive
advantage over other ‘low cost countries’.
With cheap labour gradually becoming
scarcer (particularly in coastal areas where
labour-intensive industries dominate),
China could lose its edge to other ASEAN
countries with larger supplies of low-cost
labour. Given the importance of its labour
supply to China’s national economy,
employment and foreign trade, local
suppliers may first opt for cost absorption
or productivity-enhancement strategies to
remain competitive.
For multinational companies that
outsource manufacturing to China, or
have their own manufacturing operations
there, Accenture research shows that the
impact of wage increases in China varies
across industries and product categories,
depending on companies’ operating models
and cost structures as well as labour
intensity in their industry. Across the three
industries we studied, wage increases
will likely have the greatest impact on
cost of goods sold in capital-intensive
industries such as heavy machinery and
personal computers. For industries relying
on unskilled labour or labour-intensive
industries (e.g., apparel), wage increases
in China will have less of an impact on
COGS. However, Accenture foresees a
tipping point at which companies in these
industries may have to shift production
to other countries such as Vietnam or
implement other strategic options to

country focus - CHINA

Industry
Price Increase

Apparel (Footwear)
Heavy Machinery
(Industry average
(Industry average
of 37 percent
of 60 percent
production in China) production in China)
			
0.7 percent

1.5 percent

High Technology
(Industry average
of 90 percent –
100 percent 		
production in China)
4.8 percent

Figure 3: Minimum price increase required to maintain current profit levels at 30 percent
wage increase
remain profitable.
While there may still be wide
manufacturing cost differentials between
China and developed economies
(particularly in the heavy machinery
industry), keeping manufacturing in China
may not generate sufficient advantage for
MNCs. Companies must carefully consider
productivity gains and other advantages
(such as increased automation) that they
could get by locating their manufacturing
in developed markets. We also suggest that
companies compare transportation and
communication infrastructure networks,
sociopolitical systems, regulatory bodies
and sustainability efforts, and determine
whether any ‘institutional voids’ could
jeopardise their operations in specific
countries. Companies that can capitalise on
the strengths of these systems in specific
countries are most likely to succeed.
Investing in data analytics could
further help MNCs anticipate and monitor
macroeconomic volatilities (such as labourcost changes) and estimate these changes’
impact. However, the trend of rising wages
in China requires companies to go beyond
monitoring and reviewing their cost models
periodically to determine China’s cost
advantages. As history has proven, the cost
benefits provided by low cost countries are
not permanent.
The simple truth is that China may not
always be a key venue for sourcing and
manufacturing. No country, in fact, can
guarantee exceptionally low costs over the
long term. Volatility and rapid change are

simply too pervasive. Thus we recommend
the following strategic options to MNCs
(ASEAN-based and occidental):

1. Focus on operational excellence
To offset the impact of increased labour
costs in China, companies must stress
operational excellence – building the
right operating model (the ‘what,’ ‘who’
and ‘where’ of business operations)
and excelling at execution (the ‘how’
of business operations). Specifically,
they need to foster collaboration across
functional areas. Increased collaboration
will help companies achieve cost efficiency
by leveraging economies of scale and
lowering manufacturing costs, which in
turn will mitigate the effects of wage
increases. Businesses also need to improve
the efficiency of their manufacturing
processes. All of these moves could
generate significant cost savings. Evidence
suggests that productivity improvements
associated with shorter lead times and
better production planning can reduce
costs by up to 40 percent.

2. Expand across West China and
the ASEAN
An alternative path to operational excellence
is for MNCs to expand their manufacturing
footprint across west China and ASEAN
member countries. Manufacturers in China
(whether they are outsourcing to China or
have their own operations there) need to
start sourcing suppliers in other low cost
countries. But when considering alternative

locales, they should also be mindful of any
institutional voids in those locations that
could present obstacles. By diversifying
their operations in this way, they can lessen
their exposure to the impact of economic
pressures unfolding in China.
In keeping with the ‘Go West’ policy
implemented in 2000 by the national
government through tax breaks for MNCs
that outsource manufacturing operations
in China, companies can consider moving
manufacturing facilities toward lower-cost
inland regions for the short run, instead
of exiting China. Some labour-intensive
industries may shift their production
facilities to west or central China, where
the reserve wage for migrant labourers
(the lowest wage for which they are willing
to work) might be less than in the eastern
coastal cities.
However, sourcing decisions will
become far more complex for companies
considering dual-sourcing strategies.
Complexities that need to be weighed
include longer lead-times for production
and corresponding adjustments to supplier
networks.
Companies adopting an integrated
regional supply chain strategy will
encounter new challenges. China has
steadily outperformed neighbouring
countries in productivity and economies of
scale, even though its absolute labour costs
are higher. Indeed, rival countries seeking
to achieve manufacturing economies of
scale will face a steep learning curve in the
short to medium term. Cross-border trade
movements, quality problems, political and
economic instability and institutional voids
in other ASEAN countries could present
difficulties for MNCs.

3. Optimise across the globe
Instead of taking the drastic step of shifting
production to other countries, multinational
companies could consider creating Centres
of Excellence (CoEs). These centres could
help optimise a company’s manufacturing
footprint globally – increasing flexibility
across regions and focusing more tightly
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Workers handle sheet metal at a generator factory in Guangzhou. The average hourly wage rate in China is about 9 percent of that in
developed economies such as the UK and US
on a total-cost-to-serve model.
As noted earlier, passing on costs to
consumers could be disastrous for low
cost countries since the narrowing cost
advantage would dull their attractiveness.
However, MNCs would consequently have
to reconfigure their global manufacturing
networks and their Asia supplier networks.
The result will likely be more regional
supply models. Some leading companies
are already taking this approach by having
as much as 80 percent of regionally
manufactured products consumed in the
country of production. This trend has
become increasingly relevant in China,
where wage increases would also mean a
strengthening of local consumers’ buying
power. This may actually be one salvation
for China and other countries that are
experiencing wage inflation – compensate
by working harder to strengthen local
demand. As noted in the next section, this
also applies to MNCs.
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4. Grow the local market
MNCs with manufacturing operations in
China can reconfigure their supply chain
management strategies to distribute and
sell more products to Chinese customers.
Strong demand growth in both business
and consumer sectors is making China an
increasingly important end user market. For
example, in the first half of 2010, General
Motors sold more cars in China than it did
in the United States (1.21m vs. 1.08m).
In 2009, the China market represented
more than 25 percent of global revenue
for Samsung Electronics. And China
ranked number two in Philips’ consumer
electronics sales in 2009.
The bottom line is that wage increases
in China may not have an immediate
impact on multinationals’ sourcing and
manufacturing strategies. However, change
is inevitable and no company should lock
itself into a strategy that relies on a single
source of competitive advantage. More

than ever before, multinational companies
– within and outside ASEAN – need agility:
flexible, fast and efficient supply chains
that allow them to accommodate everchanging demand and supply patterns
and that make them easy to do business
with.

“

Sourcing decisions will
become far more complex
for companies considering
dual-sourcing strategies.
Complexities that need to be
weighed include longer leadtimes for production and
corresponding adjustments
to supplier networks.

”
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Mapletree says rents have increased slightly in key coastal cities
such as Shanghai

Labour costs
push domestic
operators
inland but
MNCs stay put:
Mapletree
By Turloch Mooney

I

ncreases in market rental rates for distribution centres in key
cities in mainland China are not yet steep enough to push
multinational companies and foreign third-party logistics
operators to move their operations inland, according to real
estate group Mapletree.
The rising cost of labour in coastal areas is resulting in more
domestic manufacturing outfits and their logistics providers
setting up facilities inland but multinational companies remain
focused on expanding operations in the market, the Singapore
company said in an email response to questions from Supply
Chain Asia magazine.

“We have seen a slight increase in market rental rates in
Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin. However, the increase does not
create sufficient push for multinationals or international thirdparty logistics players to relocate their operations.
The same is not true for domestic manufacturing companies
that – along with their service providers – are shifting operations
to cities such as Wuhan, Zhengzhou, Xi’an and Chengdu where
operational costs are lower.
“The local Chinese manufacturing companies are experiencing
a rise in labour costs in the coastal cities, causing them to move
their operations to cities that offer lower labour costs and more
favourable investment policies.
“[Multinational] companies are less bothered by the
increasing labour cost … the pressing issue for them is to start
up and quickly expand their operations in China.”
Over the period 2003 to 2009, China’s logistics market
recorded a CAGR of 22 percent. The country is expected to
become the largest contract logistics market in Asia by 2013.
“The challenge then is to meet the demand for storage capacity, especially with the rapid growth in the logistics market.”
Mapletree operates a total of six distribution parks in China,
at Shanghai, Tianjin and Wuxi. Its parks are located at the airport
and seaport areas in Tianjin and at Yangshan and Baoshan in
Shanghai.

Demand for quality
Mapletree said there is a discernable increase in demand for
higher quality facilities in the market and that government is
taking steps to raise the standards of facilities.
“Supply chain operators are opting for better and higher
quality distribution centres that are equipped with enhanced
features such as standard dock levellers, fire sprinkler systems
and ventilation systems. There is also a rising demand for
distribution centres with good building specifications such as
loading bays or temperature-controlled storage space.”
Government has empowered the China Warehousing
Association to implement guidelines to improve warehousing
and warehouse service standards.
While more operators are requesting environmentally-friendly
features in distribution centre design, such as solar panels and
energy saving lighting systems, many companies are still not
prepared to make the initial investment in more sustainable
facilities, the company said.
“A cause for concern for many is that implementing green
initiatives will mean additional capital expenditure during the
initial stages. Many feel the green initiatives should be supported
by government funding programmes.
“Environmentally-friendly buildings are encouraged and
looked upon favourable by the Chinese government. These
buildings have a faster and higher chance of getting the
government’s approval.”
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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PROCUREMENT

The role of
procurement in
the Halal value
chain
Halal is expanding along the value chain and this has big
implications for the procurement function, writes Marco Tieman

A

ffecting food, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, finance and
fashion, the global Halal market
is estimated to be worth in the order
of $2trn per year. Halal is founded in
Islam and covers items and actions that
are permissible or lawful under Shariah
(Islamic Law). The Halal status of products
is important for Muslims (consumers)
and brand owners (producers) that have
certified their manufacturing operations
Halal. There are clear indications that Halal
is now entering the entire value chain in
order to create a complete Halal ecosystem
known as ‘wholesome Halal’.
Within the value chain, the procurement
function plays a crucial role in the sourcing
of Halal-certified raw materials, ingredients
and additives; inputs to the manufacturing
process, packaging materials, and the
logistics services to distribute products to
buyers. What are the implications of Halal
for the procurement function? The following
discussion will focus on Halal procurement
strategy, the purchasing process, and Halal
procurement portals.

Procurement strategy
When designing commodity strategies, the
approach developed by Kraljic (1983) is
often used. In this approach the purchasing
turnover and supplier base are analysed
based on two variables:
1. The impact of purchasing on financial
results – measured in costs of purchase
of a certain product category or impact
on product quality (such as Halal
integrity)
2. The supply risk – measured against
criteria such as number of potential
suppliers, availability of supply and
competitive structure in supply
markets
The implication of Halal for procurement
strategy can be systematically analysed
through assessing the implication of Halal
on the purchasing portfolio matrix.
A traditional approach to Halal
ingredients, for example, could allocate
certain common ingredients or additives
such as gelatin under ‘routine products’ due
to the low costs of purchase and relatively

wide choice of suppliers. However,
consumer sensitivity of something like
gelatin in terms of Halal, combined with
the limited number of Halal-certified
gelatin suppliers, would move this product
from routine to strategic in the matrix.
Halal Logistics is key to the integrity of
the supply chain and would therefore rank
high on the impact to financial results.
This could mean logistics services become

“

Halal leads to stronger
partnerships with suppliers
due to more Halal products
falling to the ‘strategic’ and/or
‘leverage category’ as well the
adoption of various strategies
to secure continuity of supply
for ‘bottleneck products’.

”
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leverage products instead of
routine products.
Va n i l l a i s a c o m m o n
ingredient used in the food
industry and could normally
be categorised as a routine
product. However, there are
not many suppliers of Halalcertified vanilla, making vanilla
a bottleneck product in a Halal
procurement scenario. In the
same way, leverage products and
bottleneck products can become
strategic products in the case of
a range of Halal products and
services.
In summary, a product
category could have a higher
impact on the financial results
and/or the supply risk due to its
Halal requirements, as shown in
figure 2 below.
As can be deduced from
the strategies for each quadrant
described by Kraljic, Halal leads
to stronger partnerships with
suppliers due to more products falling to
the strategic and/or leverage category, as
well as the adoption of various strategies to
secure continuity of supply for bottleneck

The purchasing process
According to Van Weele (2002), the
purchasing process consists of six steps, as
outlined in figure 3 below. The first three
steps are called tactical purchasing. This
is the traditional role of the purchasing
department where – in direct collaboration
with the internal customer – the product or
service specifications are clearly formulated,
suppliers are searched and compared, and
the supplier is contracted. In operational
purchasing the products or services are
ordered and delivered to the company. Here
the internal customer plays a key role and
purchasing and finance has more of an
administrative function.
Halal impacts the purchasing process in
the following ways:
Determine specification
Among other elements, the purchase order
specifications should clearly address:
 Halal certificates required for products,
such as raw materials, ingredients,

Figure 2: Impact of Halal on purchasing portfolio matrix

Figure 1: Purchasing portfolio matrix
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Source: Kraljic (1983)
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products. The particularly critical areas are
the lack of Halal-certified ingredients and
additives suppliers and the lack of Halalcertified logistics service providers.
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Figure 3: Purchasing process
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Source: Van Weele (2002)

additives, packing materials, etc; and
services, such as logistics, cleaning
services, financial services, and so on.
 Storage, transportation and handling
requirements for the product purchased
according to a Halal logistics standard,
such as the international Halal logistics
standard IHIAS 0100:2010
Supplier selection
In the search and selection of a supplier, a
valid Halal certificate of the company by a
reputable Halal authority that is accepted
by the Halal authority under which the
company is certified is a prequalification
requirement.
Purchasing contract
The contract should clearly state the
following:
 Product quality certificates, e.g. ‘Halal
Certificate No. MS 1500:2009’
 Terms of delivery, e.g. ‘In accordance
to the International Halal Logistics
Standard No. IHIAS 0100:2010’

need to be checked:
 HALAL (SUPPLY CHAIN) mark/code on
freight documents
 HALAL (SUPPLY CHAIN) mark/code on
tertiary packaging
 Copy of Halal certificate with cargo
 Condition of the product received. If
the packaging is damaged, the Halal
status could be affected. This needs
to be assessed through inspection and
clarification in a designated area.
Follow-up and evaluation
Amongst others, the following needs to be
monitored:
 Halal issues with the deliveries from
particular suppliers
 Validity of Halal certificate(s) from
suppliers

Halal procurement portals
There are a number of online portals
in operation that assist in facilitating
the procurement of Halal products and
services. Among these are:

“

Due to its Halal
requirements, a product
category could have a higher
impact on financial results and
supply risk

”

and specifications. The industry that is
looking for Halal-certified warehouse space
can also put their requirements online.
HalalStorage.com facilitates searches for
Halal storage worldwide
Halal2all.com
Halal2all.com seeks to be an extended
marketing arm to help companies match
internal capabilities with the Halal markets
they choose to serve.

Conclusion
Order
When placing an order it must be
ensured that the supplier puts a HALAL
(SUPPLY CHAIN) mark/code on the freight
documents, both physical and electronic
versions, and tertiary packaging. This is
crucial so that the logistics players and
other supply chain parties involved such
as customs can recognise the Halal status
of shipments.
Expediting
Amongst others, upon receipt, the following

Daganghalal.com
DagangHalal is a B2B e-marketplace
featuring Halal products and services.
It provides an online platform as well
as other business sourcing channels for
merchants to reach out to the worldwide
Muslim market.
HalalStorage.com
HalalStorage is an online marketplace
for supply and demand in Halal storage.
Halal-certified warehouse operators and
logistics service providers list their facilities

As many companies today are Halalcertified, the procurement profession has
to deal with the stringent requirements
of Halal in the sourcing of products and
services. As discussed in this article, Halal
has clear implications for the procurement
strategy and purchasing process. At the
same time, the private sector is developing
more tools to better facilitate the Halal
purchaser.
Marco Tieman is based in Kuala Lumpur and
is the founder and CEO of LBB International
March/April 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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Co-published Feature

The next level of value
for customers
Traditionally, most third party
logistics companies have focused
on creating value for customers
by taking over their transportation
and warehousing operations,
and through economies of scale,
systems and best practices,
remove excessive costs from these
functions.
While this ability to help
customers
reduce these supply
by Robert J Bianco,
chain
costs
remains
important, the
Jr, President Menlo
outsourcing
cycle
for
warehousing
Worldwide Logistics
and transportation management
has matured for many companies. Efficiencies have been
gained. Easily identifiable costs have been wrung out.
Where will logistics providers find the next level of value
for their customers? I see it in three areas, all of which drive
toward one goal: delivering competitive advantage.
First is innovation. This applies both to systems and in
work practices. We must provide supply chain analysis,
process engineering and systems capabilities that support our
customers’ needs for superior functionality and improvement.
This is an exciting area where evolving technologies hold
much promise. 3PLs will need to make critical decisions and
investments in this area to bring customers that next level
of value.
Second is operational excellence. We have to continuously
examine, question and improve every process, every work task
we touch. The basic question we should always ask: why do
we do what we do the way we do? Lean methodologies offer
the ideal foundation for this challenge. Lean tools like value
stream mapping provide the framework that allows us to
remove waste, to design and engineer the best process for a
given task, from the warehouse floor on up.
Third is collaboration and connected services. Logistics
providers are strategic partners, in effect connecting a
business to its suppliers, manufacturers and customers.
Clients rely on our ability to flex with their business, to
collaborate with their suppliers, plants and customers,
as seamlessly as possible, across regions, countries and
processes. It’s both science and art.
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We have to demonstrate an understanding of cultural and
business sensitivity in every location we serve the customer. At
the same time, regardless of the region, we have to provide the
same level of process consistency and operational excellence,
at every point we touch the supply chain.
Delivering effective, reliable solutions in these three areas
is the key to getting to that next level of value, and the next
great growth opportunity for global logistics and supply chain
management.

Essentials of Supply Chains in today’s
xtending the Chains of Life:

Globalized World

Supply Chain Asia Forum 2011
6 - 9 September 2011

Supply Chain Asia Logistics

wards

*Including the inaugural Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10
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Brought to you by Supply Chain Asia magazine and Accenture

Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10

An annual

supply chain
mastery ranking of
large organisations operating in
emerging markets in Asia

The inaugural Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10 ranking
will be announced in November at the Supply Chain Asia Logistics
Awards 10th Anniversary Gala Dinner in Shanghai
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customs

Can we make
money with customs
management?
Catherine Truel answers your queries on
customs processes and opportunities

T

he answer
to this
question
is both yes and
no. Customs
management
is not a tool to
make money as
such, except
By Catherine Truel p e r h a p s f o r
consultants in
the field, but it has indirect benefits.
Some customs practices and procedures,
particularly “procedures with economic
impact,” will bring financial benefits.
Some procedures will delay the tax
point or the payment of duties and taxes.
As a result, the business can conserve cash
for longer, which puts less pressure on the
business credit line. At a time when credit
is rare and expensive, this can be of great
help to the finance director in managing
the cash flow. Delaying the tax point by
one month, with a customs warehouse for
instance, could allow the treasurer to invest
the amount of cash that would have been
due at the time of the physical import.
This will generate returns and therefore
make money. This is particularly true for
products that carry a high amount of duty
and are purchased in large quantities, or
for raw materials and commodities where
prices fluctuate.
Other procedures will reduce or remove
duties and therefore generate savings.
Reducing or removing the amount of
duty paid by using a trade agreement, for
instance, will reduce the cost of the goods
sold. This might allow a price reduction
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and help increase sales or -- if the savings
are not passed to the customer -- increase
profit.

Where should we start?
There needs to be a strategic decision.
Serious financial benefits will come from
cooperation from horizontal functions
within the business. The supply chain
team, for instance, will know where they
can use customs management to introduce
savings but they will need the finance
department to quantify the extent of these
savings. They will also need procurement
or sales to develop and implement the
process for buying or selling under a trade
agreement.

How do we know where to focus?
The question prompts another question:
how much duty do you pay for your goods?
First it is necessary to identify how much
duty is paid, for which product and when.
What is required here is for the finance
department to post in customs duties
separately in accounts, in order to get
visibility. Duties are often simply bundled
with other taxes.

What should we consider?
Opening a deferment account. In some
countries, customs allow the payment
of import duties and taxes periodically,
instead of at the physical import of the
goods. They can, for instance, allow traders
to settle their account every month. In some
industries with fast turnaround, deferring
payment of duties and taxes might allow for
the imported goods to be sold and payment

from the customer received before the
due date of the duties and taxes. An ideal
scenario for cash flow.
Customs warehousing will delay the tax
point until the goods are removed from the
warehouse. Often the warehouse does not
have to be in a separate building. Customs
might accept that a specific corner in the
business warehouse is used as a bonded
area if it can be separated and goods
isolated from the rest of the inventory. With
such an arrangement the business can
keep inventory immediately available and
duty free until the goods are needed.
Drawback mechanisms will allow the
business to obtain refund of duty under
certain circumstances, for instance if an
imported product has been re-exported
or in some cases destroyed. Processing
procedures will deliver relief of duty on
imported products, parts and materials.
Inward processing procedures will allow
duties to be suspended on imported goods
that will be processed and then re-exported.
This is valuable to a regional manufacturing
or repair centre.
Trade agreements deliver substantial
savings to traders in the form of reduced
or zero rates of duty.
Most importantly, these procedures are
not an aim in themselves but tools that
can be mixed and matched and placed at
certain points of the supply chain to improve
its tax and financial efficiency.
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book reviews

Two rather different
views of supply chains
in China
By Paul French

China Inside Out: Ten Irreversible Trends
Reshaping China and Its Relationship with
the World
(John Wiley 2011)
Bill Dodson

Two books have recently been published
looking at the state of play for foreign
companies in China, the business
environment, the winners and the losers
in the race to make money in the PRC’s
burgeoning domestic market, and what’s
likely to happen in the next few years.
Both authors are China veterans, both
now consult to large western companies
operating in the country, and both regularly
lecture and write on the subject of ‘doing
business in China’. Yet they come at the
topics from slightly different angles and
have different opinions.
Warren Liu worked in the fast food
industry in Taiwan before moving to
mainland China as one of the core team
that established and ran the Kentucky
Fried Chicken (KFC) business. The success
of that business inspired his best selling
first book KFC in China: Secret Recipe for
Success. He’s now followed that with China:

“

Key Success Factors, an examination of
which companies are winning and losing
in various sectors, from fast food to
computers. Bill Dodson, meanwhile, is an
American based in Suzhou who advises
companies across eastern China and
especially in the vast Suzhou Industrial
Park (SIP). His book, China Inside Out: Ten
Irreversible Trends Reshaping China and Its
Relationship with the World, has just been
published by John Wiley.

Three questions on supply chains
in China
Supply Chain Asia magazine asked both
authors how they evaluated the current
state of supply chains China in their
respective sectors and regions.
Bill Dodson is upbeat on China overall
but gloomy on the outlook for manufacturers,
particularly in the Yangtze River Delta
(YRD). He believes their days here are

Supply Chain Asia magazine asked both authors what they
considered the two or three major challenges facing supply chains
in China in the next few years. Dodson is worried about wages and
costs. For Liu the challenges of the next few years are in the areas
of policy and regulation.
China: Key Success Factors
(Trombly International 2010)
Warren Liu
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“

As long as cost-competitive, un-restrained, and efficient thirdparty channels for movement of massive volume of goods across
China remains less than readily available, all-inclusive captive models
will continue to enjoy a competitive advantage in cost, efficiency,
and ease of direct control.

”

Warren Liu, co-founder, Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) China

numbered and they know it: “Material
input costs are rising as fast as they did in
2007; salaries are inflating quickly; yuan
appreciation is eating at margins. Power
outages seem to be becoming as common
as in the early 2000s with factories never
quite sure when or if they'll get a call from
the grid operator telling them they'll be out
of power and for how long.”
Warren Liu sees things slightly
differently, having come from a background
with major corporations with deep pockets
and large resources. “Yum! China does
almost everything by itself – warehouse
ownership/management, truck delivery
central kitchen, etc., which is not a
universally adopted model in China, or
elsewhere.” But for those who can afford
it, Liu does not see much of an alternative
to total control at the moment writing that,
“as long as cost-competitive, un-restrained,
and efficient third-party channels for
movement of massive volume of goods
across China remains less than readily
available, all-inclusive captive models will
continue to enjoy a competitive advantage
in cost, efficiency, and ease of direct
control.”
Next we asked what, if anything, has
changed for better or for worse in China’s
supply chain sector in the last few years?
Dodson looks squarely at labour issues
noting that, “workers are far more assertive
now than in the past about their salary
levels and benefits, and this is putting
further pressure on margins and even on

whether production runs are completed
according to previously agreed upon
schedules with the customer.”
Liu looks at the last couple of
years somewhat differently to Dodson,
highlighting the increasing emergence
of third-party supply chain suppliers as
opposed to dominant state-owned bodies.
He cites, “the recent announcement by
B2B online operation Alibaba of its plan to
build a China-wide warehouse network to
complement its core business”. Liu expects
more of this sort of third-party activity.

Worried about wages and costs
Finally Supply Chain Asia magazine
asked both authors what they considered
the two or three major challenges facing
China's supply chain in the next few
years. Dodson is worried about wages
and costs, "spiralling...salary inflation
and increased cost of materials due to
escalating demand”.
He is also particularly concerned
about rising energy costs as electricity
consumption outpaces supply. And in what
some in the alternative energy and green
community may see as controversial, he
believes that these energy price hikes are
partly being implemented because Beijing
needs to pay for the largess it continues to
lavish on alternative energy infrastructure
(wind power mostly, and solar).
For Liu the challenges of the next
few years are in the areas of policy
and regulation. He notes that in China,

“capital and technology are no longer
barriers to growth today, and I am not
aware of any major shortage of either
hardware or ‘software’; not even the lack
of infrastructure any more, with highway
constructions in the past decade and
emergence of high-speed railways during
the past year.”
However, Liu still sees added costs
persisting in the supply chain – measured
in time, money, and efficiency – of crossborder boundaries resulting from (legal
and illegal) tolls and permits and licenses
required by different provinces and cities.
Liu believes this reflects: “(i) a lack of
national regulation from Beijing when
needed and, more commonly, a lack of
enforcement by any central authority and;
(ii) a resultant over-regulation by subcentral political units, and inconsistent
– sometimes contradictory – regulations
across different political units.” A situation
many engaged in nationwide supply chain
activities in China will recognise.
So, there you have it, two experienced
China consultants, both with years of
involvement with the supply chain across
the country and both coming to very
different conclusions on the development,
current state and future of the supply chain.
What other conclusion can there be except
China’s supply chains still face a host of
challenges in the coming years.
Paul French is a Shanghai-based veteran
China analyst and author
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BLOGS

Looking beyond rates: 		
fundamentals of good contract
negotiations go far beyond
mere pricing
Thoughts on the holy grail of transport provider/shipper partnering, from BlogOnLog

W

ill carriers be true to their word
and end the slash-and-burn rate
cutting wrought by their pursuit
for market share? Will shippers become
true partners in a market where success and
speed to market can be determined by the
success of their transportation providers?
Will the empathy and collaboration that
both sides have long pursued but seldom
achieved finally have staying power, or will
both sides retreat into their business-asusual mentality when the recovery picks
up steam?
To be successful in this new economy,
empathy and collaboration need to ride
on the same vessel toward the mutual
destination of profitability. Collaborating
creates value, and executive empathy
makes money for both.
To a certain degree, almost everything
in business has become data-driven. It’s
common practice today that if you can’t
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measure it, it doesn’t impact the
bottom line. Pure data can provide
valuable insight, but it doesn’t tell a
complete story. The news is filled with
businesses that have used numbers
— real or manufactured — to justify
prices and volumes that are no longer
with us.
From my perspective, I’ve noticed
some cracks in this data-driven,
numbers-only foundation on which
our industry used to build and expand
profits. Carriers, importers, exporters
and freight intermediaries no longer
can base their relationships solely on slot
commitments, no-roll clauses, general
rate increases, ‘no show fees’ and local
charges. Vested collaboration, empathy for
both partners’ profitability and efficiency is
tantamount to long-term success.
We are moving into the ‘conceptual
age’ of business, where the right price
is not necessarily the lowest price. It’s
no longer enough to be a great numbers
person. We now expect more of our leaders,
and empathy and collaboration are among
those qualities.

Address the full scope of the
relationship
How does empathy and collaboration
impact the success of organisations during
negotiations? The strongest point to be
made is that both qualities involve focusing
less on purely statistical internal issues,
and more on a collective way to gain mutual
benefit. The opposite of collaborative

behavior is internally competitive,
command-and-control behavior. This is
a form of corporate self-absorption that
remains from the Enron days of blind
selfishness.
It is easy to hide behind pure numbers
and cold-hard metrics, but hiding now will
only create a one-sided, noncompetitive,
zero-sum contract winner — and doom the
negotiations to failure.
Too often, business leaders focus their
attention on rate structures during carriercontract negotiations while ignoring other
important facets of a business relationship.
Failure to address the entire scope of the
relationship can cause a business to fall
short when trying to meet certain goals.
Empathy and collaboration will bring to
light these more subtle issues that should
be addressed to create mutual profits.
Successful partner organisations
that build mutual empathy and vested
collaboration need to establish a committed
leadership structure — creating insight,
foresight and trust, not just oversight of
the annual negotiations. By consistently
collaborating on budgets, forecasts and
modelling scenarios, with all of the
above points taken into consideration,
your organisation will enjoy long-term
fiscal success by being prepared for the
best of situations, and to forestall the
worst. Empathy will create a collaborative
atmosphere during the negotiation phase
and will chart a course for a lasting,
mutually beneficial business platform into
the future.
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